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What the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force Grades Mean
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF)
grades its recommendations based on the strength of
evidence and magnitude of net benefit (benefits minus
harms).
A. The USPSTF strongly recommends that clinicians
provide [the service] to eligible patients. The USPSTF
found good evidence that [the service] improves important
health outcomes and concludes that benefits substantially
outweigh harms.
B. The USPSTF recommends that clinicians provide [the
service] to eligible patients. The USPSTF found at least
fair evidence that [the service] improves important health
outcomes and concludes that benefits outweigh harms.
C. The USPSTF makes no recommendation for or against
routine provision of [the service]. The USPSTF found
at least fair evidence that [the service] can improve health
outcomes but concludes that the balance of benefits and
harms is too close to justify a general recommendation.
D. The USPSTF recommends against routinely providing
[the service] to asymptomatic patients. The USPSTF
found at least fair evidence that [the service] is ineffective
or that harms outweigh benefits.
I. The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routinely
providing [the service]. Evidence that [the service] is
effective is lacking, of poor quality, or conflicting, and the
balance of benefits and harms cannot be determined.
See page 164 for more information on how the USPSTF
arrives at the grades for its recommendations.
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Foreword
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ) is pleased to present The Guide to Clinical
Preventive Services 2005, which will give you the
information you need to provide evidence-based
clinical preventive services to your patients.
Research has clearly demonstrated that providing
high quality, evidence-based preventive care is an
element integral to helping people live healthier lives.
We also know from research that the best way to
ensure that preventive services are delivered
appropriately is to make evidence-based information
readily available at the point of care.
To that end, The Guide puts the “gold standard” of
preventive care at your fingertips so you can provide
effective preventive services, based on the latest
scientific evidence, to your patients every day. Within
its pages are recommendations on 45 clinical
preventive services made by the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force from 2001 to 2004.
The Task Force, sponsored by AHRQ, is an
independent panel of experts in primary care and
prevention that systematically reviews the evidence of
effectiveness and develops recommendations for
clinical preventive services. Its mission is to evaluate
the benefits of individual services based on age, sex,
and risk factors for disease; make recommendations
about which preventive services should be incorporated
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routinely into primary medical care and for which
populations; and identify a research agenda for clinical
preventive care.
In very basic terms, the Task Force has reviewed all
the available scientific evidence to create a road map
for effective, appropriate clinical preventive services.
The unbiased recommendations made by the Task
Force have helped policymakers, clinicians, and
insurers distinguish necessary from unnecessary services
and have explained those services that are harmful or
about which there is uncertainty. And we know that
The Guide will help you in your practice.
I urge you to use the evidence and
recommendations contained in The Guide to direct
your screening and diagnostic discussions. Using
evidence to guide clinical decisions is key to fulfilling
the "first do no harm" ethos by which the health care
system must operate.
Carolyn M. Clancy, M.D.
Director
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
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Preface
Since its inception 20 years ago, the U.S.
Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has
remained true to its original mission: 1) to evaluate
the benefits of primary and secondary preventive
services in apparently healthy persons based on age,
sex, and risk factors for disease, and 2) to make
recommendations about which preventive services
should be incorporated into primary care practice.
While the intended audience for these
recommendations continues to be primary care
clinicians, the reach of the Task Force has expanded
over time: recommendations of the USPSTF are
now considered by many to be the “gold standard”
for preventive services, informing recommendations
developed by professional societies, coverage policies
of many health plans and insurers, health care
quality measures, and national health objectives.
USPSTF methods have evolved to incorporate
not only the quality of evidence supporting a specific
preventive service, but also the magnitude of net
benefit in providing the service. Each
recommendation is based on a rigorous review of the
evidence involving a series of steps:
• Creation of an analytic framework and a set of
key questions that determines the scope of the
literature review.
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• Systematic review of the relevant literature to
answer the key questions.
• Quality rating of bodies of literature supporting
each key question.
• Estimation of benefits and harms.
• Determination of the balance of benefits and
harms of the service.
The recommendation is then linked to a letter
grade that reflects the magnitude of net benefit
(balance of benefits and harms) and the strength of
the evidence supporting the provision of a specific
preventive service. The recommendation is graded
from “A” (strongly recommended) to “D”
(recommended against). The Task Force gives an
“I” recommendation when the evidence is
insufficient to determine net benefit.
The USPSTF realizes that clinical decisions
about patients involve more complex considerations
than the evidence alone; clinicians should always
understand the evidence but individualize decisionmaking to the specific patient and situation. The
Clinical Considerations section of each USPSTF
Recommendation Statement helps clinicians
implement the recommendations by offering
practical information so they can tailor these
recommendations to individual patients. The
USPSTF suggests that clinicians:
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• Discuss services with “A” and “B”
recommendations with eligible patients, and
offer them as a priority.
• Discourage the use of services with “D”
recommendations unless there are unusual
additional considerations.
• Give lower priority to services with “C”
recommendations; they need not be provided
unless there are individual considerations in favor
of providing the service.
• For services with “I” recommendations, carefully
read the Clinical Considerations section for
guidance, and help patients understand the
uncertainty surrounding these services.
The Guide to Clinical Preventive Services 2005 is a
compilation of abridged USPSTF recommendations
released from 2001 to 2004 and can be used as an
evidence-based tool at the point of patient care.
Some recommendations have been updated from
those made by the USPSTF in 1996, while others
address preventive services not previously considered
by the USPSTF. The complete USPSTF
recommendation statements are available along with
their supporting scientific evidence at
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov. In addition, the
USPSTF searchable PDA program, the Interactive
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Preventive Services Selector, is updated regularly with
all current “A,” “B,” and “D” USPSTF
recommendations. The program is available at
http://pda.ahrq.gov.
I hope you find The Guide to Clinical Preventive
Services 2005 to be a useful tool as you care for
patients.
Ned Calonge, M.D., M.P.H.
Chair, U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
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Section 1.
Preventive Services
Recommended by the
USPSTF

All recommendation statements in this Guide are
abridged. To see the full recommendation statements
and recommendations published after 2004, go to
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.

Recommended Preventive Services

Recommended Preventive
Services
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF)
recommends that clinicians discuss these preventive
services with eligible patients and offer them as a
priority. All these services have received an “A”
(strongly recommended) or a “B” (recommended)
grade from the Task Force.
For definitions of all grades used by the USPSTF,
see the inside front cover. The full listings of all
USPSTF recommendations for adults and children are
in Section 2 (P. 13) and Section 3 (P. 151).
Alcohol Misuse, Screening and Behavioral
Counseling Interventions in Primary Care to
Reduce. Use screening and behavioral counseling to
reduce alcohol misuse by adults, including pregnant
women. “B” Recommendation. (P. 89)
Aspirin for the Primary Prevention of
Cardiovascular Events. Discuss aspirin
chemoprevention with adults who are at increased risk
for coronary heart disease. Address the potential
benefits and harms of aspirin therapy. “A”
Recommendation. (P. 55)
Bacteriuria, Screening for Asymptomatic. Screen all
pregnant women, using urine culture, at 12-16 weeks’
gestation. “A” Recommendation. (P. 71)
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Breast Cancer, Chemoprevention. Discuss with
women at high risk for breast cancer and at low risk
for adverse effects of chemoprevention. Inform patients
of the potential benefits and harms. “B”
Recommendation. (P. 17)
Breast Cancer, Screening. Screening mammography,
with or without clinical breast examination, every 1-2
years for women 40 years of age and older.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 23)
Breastfeeding, Behavioral Interventions to Promote.
Recommend structured breastfeeding education and
behavioral counseling programs. “B” Recommendation.
(P. 143)
Cervical Cancer, Screening. Screen women who have
been sexually active and have a cervix.
“A” Recommendation. (P. 26)
Chlamydial Infection, Screening. Routinely screen all
sexually active women 25 years of age and younger,
and other asymptomatic women at increased risk for
infection. “A” Recommendation. Routinely screen all
asymptomatic pregnant women 25 years of age and
younger and others at increased risk.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 73)
Colorectal Cancer, Screening. Screen men and
women 50 years of age or older. “A” Recommendation.
(P. 32)
Dental Caries in Preschool Children, Prevention.
Primary care clinicians should prescribe oral fluoride
supplementation at currently recommended doses to
4
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preschool children older than 6 months of age whose
primary water source is deficient in fluoride.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 153)
Depression, Screening. Screen adults in clinical
practices that have systems in place to assure accurate
diagnosis, effective treatment, and follow-up.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 98)
Diabetes Mellitus in Adults, Screening for Type 2.
Screen adults with hypertension or hyperlipidemia.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 128)
Diet, Behavioral Counseling in Primary Care to
Promote a Healthy. Intensive behavioral dietary
counseling for adult patients with hyperlipidemia and
other known risk factors for cardiovascular and dietrelated chronic disease. Intensive counseling can be
delivered by primary care clinicians or by referral to
other specialists, such as nutritionists or dietitians. “B”
Recommendation. (P. 109)
Hepatitis B Virus Infection, Screening. Screen
pregnant women at their first prenatal visit.
“A” Recommendation. (P. 77)
High Blood Pressure, Screening. Screen adults 18
years of age and older. “A” Recommendation. (P. 63)
Lipid Disorders in Adults, Screening. Routinely
screen men 35 years of age and older and women 45
years of age and older. Treat abnormal lipids in people
at increased risk for coronary heart disease. “A”
Recommendation. Routinely screen younger adults
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(men 20 to 35 years of age and women 20 to 45 years
of age) if they have other risk factors for coronary heart
disease. “B” Recommendation. Include measurement of
total cholesterol and high density lipoprotein
cholestereol. “B” Recommendation. (P. 67)
Obesity in Adults, Screening. Screen all adult
patients. Offer intensive counseling and behavioral
interventions to promote sustained weight loss for
obese adults.
“B” Recommendation. (P. 118)
Osteoporosis in Postmenopausal Women,
Screening. Routinely screen women 65 years of age
and older. Begin at age 60 for women at increased risk
for osteoporotic fractures. “B” Recommendation.
(P. 135)
Rh (D) Incompatibility, Screening. Perform Rh (D)
blood typing and antibody testing for all pregnant
women during their first visit for pregnancy-related
care. “A” Recommendation. Repeated Rh (D) antibody
testing for all unsensitized Rh (D)-negative women at
24-28 weeks’ gestation, unless the biological father is
known to be Rh (D)-negative. “B” Recommendation.
(P. 148)
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Syphilis Infection, Screening. Screen persons at
increased risk and all pregnant women. “A”
Recommendation. (P. 81)
Tobacco Use and Tobacco-Caused Disease,
Counseling to Prevent. Screen all adults and provide
tobacco cessation interventions for those who use
tobacco products. Screen all pregnant women and
provide augmented pregnancy-tailored counseling to
those who smoke. “A” Recommendation. (P. 104)
Visual Impairment in Children Younger Than Age 5
Years, Screening. Screen to detect amblyopia,
strabismus, and defects in visual acuity. “B”
Recommendation. (P. 159)

7

8

6,7

Colorectal Cancer, Screening

8

Chlamydial Infection, Screening

Cervical Cancer, Screening5

Breastfeeding, Behavioral
Interventions to Promote4

Breast Cancer, Screening3

Breast Cancer, Chemoprevention

2

3

3

Aspirin for the Primary Prevention of
Cardiovascular Events1

Bacteriuria, Screening for Asymptomatic

3

Men

Alcohol Misuse Screening and Behavioral
Counseling Interventions

Recommendation

Table of Recommended Preventive Services

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Adults
Women

3

3

3

3

continued

Special Populations
Pregnant Women Children
Recommended Preventive Services

9

Osteoporosis in Postmenopausal Women,
Screening17

Obesity in Adults, Screening16

Lipid Disorders, Screening

14,15

High Blood Pressure, Screening

Hepatitis B Virus Infection, Screening

3

3

3

3

Diet, Behavioral Counseling in
Primary Care to Promote a Healthy12
13

3

3

Men

Diabetes Mellitus in Adults,
Screening for Type 211

Depression, Screening

10

Dental Caries in Preschool Children,
Prevention9

Recommendation

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Adults
Women

3

continued

3

Special Populations
Pregnant Women Children

Recommended Preventive Services

10

Structured education and behavioral counseling
programs.

4

3
Mammography every 1-2 years for women 40 and
older.

3

16
Intensive counseling and behavioral interventions
to promote sustained weight loss for obese adults.

Younger adults with other risk factors for coronary
disease. Screening for lipid disorders to include
measurement of total cholesterol and high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol.

15

Men 35 and older and women 45 and older.

14

2

Discuss with women at high risk for breast cancer
and at low risk for adverse effects of
chemoprevention.

3

3

3

Special Populations
Pregnant Women Children

Pregnant women at first prenatal visit.

3

3

Adults
Women

13

3

3

Men

Adults at increased risk for coronary heart disease.

1

Visual Impairment in Children Younger
than Age 5 Years, Screening23

Tobacco Use and Tobacco-Caused Disease,
Counseling to Prevent21,22

Syphilis Infection, Screening20

Rh (D) Incompatibility, Screening18,19

Recommendation

Table of Recommended Preventive Services (continued)

Recommended Preventive Services

18
Blood typing and antibody testing at first
pregnancy-related visit.
19
Repeated antibody testing for unsensitized Rh (D)negative women at 24-28 weeks gestation unless
biological father is known to be Rh (D) negative.

6
Sexually active women 25 and younger and other
asymptomatic women at increased risk for infection.

7

11

Adults with hyperlipidemia and other known risk
factors for cardiovascular and diet-related chronic
disease.

12

Adults with hypertension or hyperlipidemia.

11

In clinical practices with systems to assure accurate
diagnoses, effective treatment, and follow-up.

10

Prescribe oral fluoride supplementation at currently
recommended doses to preschool children older than
6 months whose primary water source is deficient in
fluoride.

9

Men and women 50 and older.

8

To detect amblyopia, strabismus, and defects in
visual acuity.

23

Augmented pregnancy-tailored counseling to
pregnant women who smoke.

22

Tobacco cessation interventions for those who use
tobacco.

21

Persons at increased risk and all pregnant women.

20

Women 65 and older and women 60 and older at
increased risk for osteoporotic fractures.

Asymptomatic pregnant women 25 and younger
and others at increased risk.

17

Women who have been sexually active and have a
cervix.
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Section 2.
Recommendations
for Adults

All recommendation statements in this Guide are
abridged. To see the full recommendation statements
and recommendations published after 2004, go to
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.

Cancer
Screening for Bladder Cancer
in Adults
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
for bladder cancer in adults. Rating: D
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Bladder cancer is 2 to 3 times more common in

men than in women and is unusual before age 50.
Bladder cancer is heterogeneous; it is a spectrum of
conditions, most of which are not life-threatening.

n Screening tests—such as microscopic urinalysis,

urine dipstick, urine cytology, or such new tests as
bladder tumor antigen (BTA) or nuclear matrix
protein (NMP22) immunoassay—can detect
bladder cancers that are clinically unapparent.
However, because of the low prevalence of bladder
cancer, the positive predictive value of these tests is
low.

n Smoking increases the risk for bladder cancer; about

50% of all cases of bladder cancer occur in current
or former smokers. Smokers should be counseled on
quitting smoking.
15
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n People in occupations that involve exposure to

chemicals used in the dye or rubber industries may
also have increased risk for bladder cancer. The
USPSTF did not review the evidence for targeted
screening for those with occupational exposure.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. June 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Chemoprevention of Breast Cancer
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine use of
tamoxifen or raloxifene for the primary prevention
of breast cancer in women at low or average risk
for breast cancer. (See Clinical Considerations for a
discussion of risk.) Rating: D Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends that clinicians
discuss chemoprevention with women at high risk
for breast cancer and at low risk for adverse effects
of chemoprevention. (See Clinical Considerations
for a discussion of risk.) Clinicians should inform
patients of the potential benefits and harms of
chemoprevention. Rating: B Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Clinicians should consider both the risk for breast

cancer and the risk for adverse effects when
identifying women who may be candidates for
chemoprevention.
Risk for breast cancer. Older age; a family history of
breast cancer in a mother, sister, or daughter; and a
history of atypical hyperplasia on a breast biopsy are
the strongest risk factors for breast cancer. Table 1
indicates how the estimated benefits of tamoxifen
vary depending on age and family history. Other
factors that contribute to risk include race, early age
at menarche, pregnancy history (nulliparity or older
17
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age at first birth), and number of breast biopsies.
The risk for developing breast cancer within the
next 5 years can be estimated using risk factor
information by completing the National Cancer
Institute Breast Cancer Risk Tool (the “Gail
model,” available at http://cancer.gov/bcrisktool/ or
800-4-CANCER). Clinicians can use this
information to help individual patients considering
tamoxifen therapy estimate the potential benefit.
However, the validity, feasibility, and impact of
using the Gail model to identify appropriate
candidates for chemoprevention have not been
tested in a primary care setting. The Gail model
does not incorporate estradiol levels or estrogen use,
factors that some studies suggest may influence the
effectiveness of tamoxifen.
Risk for adverse effects. Women are at lower risk for
adverse effects from chemoprevention if they are
younger; have no predisposition to thromboembolic
events such as stroke, pulmonary embolism, or deep
venous thrombosis; or do not have a uterus.

n In general, the balance of benefits and harms of

chemoprevention is more favorable for:
1. Women in their 40s who are at increased risk for
breast cancer and have no predisposition to
thromboembolic events.
2. Women in their 50s who are at increased risk for
breast cancer, have no predisposition to
thromboembolic events, and do not have a
uterus.
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n For example, a woman who is 45 years of age and

has a mother, sister, or daughter with breast cancer
would have approximately a 1.6 percent risk for
developing breast cancer over the next 5 years
(Table 1). On average, treating such women with
tamoxifen for 5 years would prevent about three
times as many invasive cancers (8 per 1,000) as the
number of serious thromboembolic complications
caused (1 stroke and 1 to 2 pulmonary emboli per
1,000). Among women 55 years of age, benefits
exceed harms only for those who are not at risk for
endometrial cancer; and the margin of benefit is
small unless risk for breast cancer is substantially
increased (for example, 4% over 5 years).

n Women younger than 40 years of age have a lower

risk for breast cancer, and thus will not experience
as large an absolute benefit from breast cancer
chemoprevention as older women. Women 60 years
of age and older, who have the highest risk for
breast cancer also have the highest risk for
complications from chemoprevention, with a less
favorable balance of benefits and harms.The
USPSTF found more evidence for the benefits of
tamoxifen than for the benefits of raloxifene.
Currently, only tamoxifen is approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the
specific indication of breast cancer
chemoprevention. Although there are biological
reasons to suspect that raloxifene should have
similar benefits, trial data currently are limited to

19

Predicted 5-year risk of
breast cancer, %3
No family history
Family history
Benefits per 1,000 women over
5 y of tamoxifen therapy
Cases of invasive breast cancer
avoided, n
No family history
Family history
Cases of noninvasive breast
cancer avoided, n
No family history
Family history

Variable2

20
5-6
11-12

2
3-4

1-2
2-3

1.1
2.3

Women 55
Years of Age

3-4
8

0.7
1.6

Women 45
Years of Age

2-3
4-5

7-8
16

1.5
3.2

Women 65
Years of Age

continued

2-3
5-6

8
17

1.6
3.4

Women 75
Years of Age

Table 1. Predicted Benefits and Harms of 5 Years of Tamoxifen Therapy According
to Age and Family History1

Chemoprevention of Breast Cancer

21
1-2

12
3
4-5

1-2
1
1-2
1-2

Women 55
Years of Age
3

Women 45
Years of Age
<1

3

21
9
9

Women 65
Years of Age
5

4

22
20
18

Women 75
Years of Age
15

Modified from Gail et al.1

4

3
Based on menarche at 12 years of age, first birth at 22 years of age, and no history of breast biopsy, as
calculated from the Gail model.

2
No family history = no first-degree relatives with breast cancer; family history = 1 first-degree relative with
breast cancer.

These estimates are based on the Gail model, outcomes from the Breast Cancer Prevention Trial, and baseline
rates of harms from Gail et al.1

1

Hip fractures avoided, n4
Harms per 1000 women over
5 y of tamoxifen therapy
Cases of endometrial
cancer caused, n4
Strokes caused, n4
Pulmonary emboli caused, n4
Cases of deep venous
thrombosis caused, n4

Variable2

Chemoprevention of Breast Cancer
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one study in which the primary outcome was
fracture prevention. Additional trials to further
evaluate this drug’s efficacy for breast cancer
chemoprevention are underway, including a trial
comparing efficacy and safety of raloxifene and
tamoxifen. Raloxifene is approved by the FDA for
preventing and treating osteoporosis.

Reference
1. Gail MH, Costantino JH, Bryant J, et al. Weighing the
risks and benefits of tamoxifen treatment for preventing
breast cancer. J Natl Cancer Inst. 1999;91:1829-1846.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2002; 137(1):56-58.
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Screening for Breast Cancer
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends screening mammography,
with or without clinical breast examination (CBE),
every 1-2 years for women aged 40 and older.
Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
CBE alone to screen for breast cancer. Rating:
I Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against teaching
or performing routine breast self-examination
(BSE). Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The precise age at which the benefits from

screening mammography justify the potential harms
is a subjective judgment and should take into
account patient preferences. Clinicians should
inform women about the potential benefits
(reduced chance of dying from breast cancer),
potential harms (eg, false-positive results,
unnecessary biopsies), and limitations of the test
that apply to women their age. Clinicians should
tell women that the balance of benefits and
potential harms of mammography improves with
increasing age for women between the ages of 40
and 70.
23
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n Women who are at increased risk for breast cancer

(eg, those with a family history of breast cancer in a
mother or sister, a previous breast biopsy revealing
atypical hyperplasia, or first childbirth after age 30)
are more likely to benefit from regular
mammography than women at lower risk. The
recommendation for women to begin routine
screening in their 40s is strengthened by a family
history of breast cancer having been diagnosed
before menopause.

n The USPSTF did not examine whether women

should be screened for genetic mutations (eg,
BRCA1 and BRCA2) that increase the risk for
developing breast cancer, or whether women with
genetic mutations might benefit from earlier or
more frequent screening for breast cancer.

n In the trials that demonstrated the effectiveness of

mammography in lowering breast cancer mortality,
screening was performed every 12-33 months. For
women aged 50 and older, there is little evidence to
suggest that annual mammography is more effective
than mammography done every other year. For
women aged 40-49, available trials also have not
reported a clear advantage of annual mammography
over biennial mammography. Nevertheless, some
experts recommend annual mammography based
on the lower sensitivity of the test and on evidence
that tumors grow more rapidly in this age group.

n The precise age at which to discontinue screening

mammography is uncertain. Only 2 randomized
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controlled trials enrolled women older than 69 and
no trials enrolled women older than 74. Older
women face a higher probability of developing and
dying from breast cancer but also have a greater
chance of dying from other causes. Women with
comorbid conditions that limit their life expectancy
are unlikely to benefit from screening.

n Clinicians should refer patients to mammography

screening centers with proper accreditation and
quality assurance standards to ensure accurate
imaging and radiographic interpretation. Clinicians
should adopt office systems to ensure timely and
adequate follow-up of abnormal results. A listing of
accredited facilities is available at
http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/mammography/certified.
html.

n Clinicians who advise women to perform BSE or

who perform routine CBE to screen for breast
cancer should understand that there is currently
insufficient evidence to determine whether these
practices affect breast cancer mortality, and that
they are likely to increase the incidence of clinical
assessments and biopsies.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2002; 137 (Part 1):344-346.
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Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends screening for
cervical cancer in women who have been sexually
active and have a cervix. Rating: A
Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against routinely
screening women older than age 65 for cervical
cancer if they have had adequate recent screening
with normal Pap smears and are not otherwise at
high risk for cervical cancer (go to Clinical
Considerations). Rating: D Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against routine Pap
smear screening in women who have had a total
hysterectomy for benign disease. Rating: D
Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the
routine use of new technologies to screen for
cervical cancer. Rating: I Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the
routine use of human papillomavirus (HPV)
testing as a primary screening test for cervical
cancer. Rating: I Recommendation.
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Clinical Considerations

n The goal of cytologic screening is to sample the

transformation zone, the area where physiologic
transformation from columnar endocervical
epithelium to squamous (ectocervical) epithelium
takes place and where dysplasia and cancer arise. A
meta-analysis of randomized trials supports the
combined use of an extended tip spatula to sample
the ectocervix and a cytobrush to sample the
endocervix.1

n The optimal age to begin screening is unknown.

Data on natural history of HPV infection and the
incidence of high-grade lesions and cervical cancer
suggest that screening can safely be delayed until 3
years after onset of sexual activity or until age 21,
whichever comes first.2 Although there is little value
in screening women who have never been sexually
active, many U.S. organizations recommend routine
screening by age 18 or 21 for all women, based on
the generally high prevalence of sexual activity by
that age in the U.S. and concerns that clinicians
may not always obtain accurate sexual histories.

n Discontinuation of cervical cancer screening in older

women is appropriate, provided women have had
adequate recent screening with normal Pap results.
The optimal age to discontinue screening is not clear,
but risk of cervical cancer and yield of screening
decline steadily through middle age. The USPSTF
found evidence that yield of screening was low in
previously screened women after age 65. New
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American Cancer Society (ACS) recommendations
suggest stopping cervical cancer screening at age 70.
Screening is recommended in older women who
have not been previously screened, when
information about previous screening is unavailable,
or when screening is unlikely to have occurred in
the past (eg, among women from countries without
screening programs). Evidence is limited to define
“adequate recent screening.” The ACS guidelines
recommend that older women who have had three
or more documented, consecutive, technically
satisfactory normal/negative cervical cytology tests,
and who have had no abnormal/positive cytology
tests within the last 10 years, can safely stop
screening.2

n The USPSTF found no direct evidence that annual

screening achieves better outcomes than screening
every 3 years. Modeling studies suggest little added
benefit of more frequent screening for most women.
The majority of cervical cancers in the United
States occur in women who have never been
screened or who have not been screened within the
past 5 years; additional cases occur in women who
do not receive appropriate follow-up after an
abnormal Pap smear.3,4 Because sensitivity of a
single Pap test for high-grade lesions may only be
60-80%, however, most organizations in the United
States recommend that annual Pap smears be
performed until a specified number (usually two or
three) are cytologically normal before lengthening
the screening interval.5 The ACS guidelines suggest
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waiting until age 30 before lengthening the
screening interval2; the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) identifies
additional risk factors that might justify annual
screening, including a history of cervical neoplasia,
infection with HPV or other sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs), or high-risk sexual behavior,7 but
data are limited to determine the benefits of these
strategies.7

n Discontinuation of cytological screening after total

hysterectomy for benign disease (eg, no evidence of
cervical neoplasia or cancer) is appropriate given the
low yield of screening and the potential harms from
false-positive results in this population.7,8 Clinicians
should confirm that a total hysterectomy was
performed (through surgical records or inspecting
for absence of a cervix); screening may be
appropriate when the indications for hysterectomy
are uncertain. ACS and ACOG recommend
continuing cytologic screening after hysterectomy
for women with a history of invasive cervical cancer
or DES exposure due to increased risk for vaginal
neoplasms, but data on the yield of such screening
are sparse.

n A majority of cases of invasive cervical cancer occur

in women who are not adequately screened.3,4
Clinicians, hospitals, and health plans should
develop systems to identify and screen the subgroup
of women who have had no screening or who have
had inadequate past screening.
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n Newer Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-

approved technologies, such as the liquid-based
cytology (eg, ThinPrep®), may have improved
sensitivity over conventional Pap smear screening,
but at a considerably higher cost and possibly with
lower specificity. Even if sensitivity is improved,
modeling studies suggest these methods are not
likely to be cost-effective unless used with screening
intervals of 3 years or longer. Liquid-based cytology
permits testing of specimens for HPV, which may
be useful in guiding management of women whose
Pap smear reveals atypical squamous cells. HPV
DNA testing for primary cervical cancer screening
has not been approved by the FDA and its role in
screening remains uncertain.
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Screening for Colorectal Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
screen men and women 50 years of age or older for
colorectal cancer. Rating: A Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Potential screening options for colorectal cancer

include home fecal occult blood testing (FOBT),
flexible sigmoidoscopy, the combination of home
FOBT and flexible sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy,
and double-contrast barium enema. Each option
has advantages and disadvantages that may vary for
individual patients and practice settings. The choice
of specific screening strategy should be based on
patient preferences, medical contraindications,
patient adherence, and available resources for testing
and follow-up. Clinicians should talk to patients
about the benefits and potential harms associated
with each option before selecting a screening
strategy.

n The optimal interval for screening depends on the

test. Annual FOBT offers greater reductions in
mortality rates than biennial screening but produces
more false-positive results. A 10-year interval has
been recommended for colonoscopy on the basis of
evidence regarding the natural history of
adenomatous polyps. Shorter intervals (5 years)
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have been recommended for flexible sigmoidoscopy
and double-contrast barium enema because of their
lower sensitivity, but there is no direct evidence
with which to determine the optimal interval for
tests other than FOBT. Case-control studies have
suggested that sigmoidoscopy every 10 years may be
as effective as sigmoidoscopy performed at shorter
intervals.

n The USPSTF recommends initiating screening at

50 years of age for men and women at average risk
for colorectal cancer, based on the incidence of
cancer above this age in the general population. In
persons at higher risk (for example, those with a
first-degree relative who receives a diagnosis with
colorectal cancer before 60 years of age), initiating
screening at an earlier age is reasonable.

n Expert guidelines exist for screening very high-risk

patients, including those with a history suggestive of
familial polyposis or hereditary nonpolyposis
colorectal cancer, or those with a personal history of
ulcerative colitis.1 Early screening with colonoscopy
may be appropriate, and genetic counseling or
testing may be indicated for patients with genetic
syndromes.

n The appropriate age at which colorectal cancer

screening should be discontinued is not known.
Screening studies have generally been restricted to
patients younger than 80 years of age, with
colorectal cancer mortality rates beginning to
decrease within 5 years of initiating screening. Yield
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of screening should increase in older persons
(because of higher incidence of colorectal cancer),
but benefits may be limited as a result of competing
causes of death. Discontinuing screening is therefore
reasonable in patients whose age or comorbid
conditions limit life expectancy.

n Proven methods of FOBT screening use guaiac-

based test cards prepared at home by patients from
three consecutive stool samples and forwarded to
the clinician. Whether patients need to restrict their
diet and avoid certain medications is not
established. Rehydration of the specimens before
testing increases the sensitivity of FOBT but
substantially increases the number of false-positive
test results. Neither digital rectal examination
(DRE) nor the testing of a single stool specimen
obtained during DRE is recommended as an
adequate screening strategy for colorectal cancer.

n The combination of FOBT and sigmoidoscopy may

detect more cancers and more large polyps than
either test alone, but the additional benefits and
potential harms of combining the 2 tests are
uncertain. In general, FOBT should precede
sigmoidoscopy because a positive test result is an
indication for colonoscopy, obviating the need for
sigmoidoscopy.

n Colonoscopy is the most sensitive and specific test

for detecting cancer and large polyps but is
associated with higher risks than other screening
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tests for colorectal cancer. These include a small risk
for bleeding and risk for perforation, primarily
associated with removal of polyps or biopsies
performed during screening. Colonoscopy also
usually requires more highly trained personnel,
overnight bowel preparation, sedation, and longer
recovery time, which may necessitate transportation
for the patient. It is not certain whether the
potential added benefits of colonoscopy relative to
screening alternatives are large enough to justify the
added risks and inconvenience for all patients.

n Initial costs of colonoscopy are higher than the costs

of other tests. Estimates of cost-effectiveness,
however, suggest that, from a societal perspective,
compared with no screening, all methods of
colorectal cancer screening are likely to be as costeffective as many other clinical preventive servicesless than $30,000 per additional year of life gained.
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Lung Cancer Screening
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against screening
asymptomatic persons for lung cancer with either
low dose computerized tomography (LDCT),
chest x-ray (CXR), sputum cytology, or a
combination of these tests. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The benefit of screening for lung cancer has not

been established in any group, including
asymptomatic high-risk populations such as older
smokers. The balance of harms and benefits
becomes increasingly unfavorable for persons at
lower risk, such as nonsmokers.

n The sensitivity of LDCT for detecting lung cancer

is 4 times greater than the sensitivity of CXR.
However, LDCT is also associated with a greater
number of false-positive results, more radiation
exposure, and increased costs compared with CXR.

n Because of the high rate of false-positive results,

many patients will undergo invasive diagnostic
procedures as a result of lung cancer screening.
Although the morbidity and mortality rates from
these procedures in asymptomatic individuals are
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not available, mortality rates due to complications
from surgical interventions in symptomatic patients
reportedly range from 1.3% to 11.6%; morbidity
rates range from 8.8% to 44%, with higher rates
associated with larger resections.

n Other potential harms of screening are potential

anxiety and concern as a result of false-positive tests,
as well as possible false reassurance because of falsenegative results. However, these harms have not
been adequately studied.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2004;140:738-739.
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Screening for Oral Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is insufficient
to recommend for or against routinely screening
adults for oral cancer. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Direct inspection and palpation of the oral cavity is

the most commonly recommended method of
screening for oral cancer, although there are little
data on the sensitivity and specificity of this
method. Screening techniques other than inspection
and palpation are being evaluated but are still
experimental.

n Tobacco use in all forms is the biggest risk factor for

oral cancer. Alcohol abuse combined with tobacco
use increases risk.

n Clinicians should be alert to the possibility of oral

cancer when treating patients who use tobacco or
alcohol.

n Patients should be encouraged to not use tobacco

and to limit alcohol use in order to decrease their
risk for oral cancer as well as heart disease, stroke,
lung cancer, and cirrhosis.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. February 2004. http://www.ahrq.gov/clinic/3rduspstf/
oralcan/oralcanrs.htm.
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Screening for Ovarian Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
for ovarian cancer. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n There is no existing evidence that any screening

test, including CA-125, ultrasound, or pelvic
examination, reduces mortality from ovarian cancer.
Furthermore, existing evidence that screening can
detect early-stage ovarian cancer is insufficient to
indicate that this earlier diagnosis will reduce
mortality.

n Because there is a low incidence of ovarian cancer in

the general population (age-adjusted incidence of
17 per 100,000 women), screening for ovarian
cancer is likely to have a relatively low yield. The
great majority of women with a positive screening
test will not have ovarian cancer (ie, they will have a
false-positive result). In women at average risk, the
positive predictive value of an abnormal screening
test is, at best, approximately 2% (ie, 98% of
women with positive test results will not have
ovarian cancer).

n The positive predictive value of an initially positive

screening test would be more favorable for women
at higher risk. For example, the lifetime probability
of ovarian cancer increases from about 1.6% in a
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35-year-old woman without a family history of
ovarian cancer to about 5% if she has 1 relative and
7% if she has 2 relatives with ovarian cancer. If
ongoing clinical trials show that screening has a
beneficial effect on mortality rates, then women at
higher risk are likely to experience the greatest
benefit.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Fam Med. 2004;2:260-262.
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Screening for Pancreatic Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
for pancreatic cancer in asymptomatic adults
using abdominal palpation, ultrasonography, or
serologic markers. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Due to the poor prognosis of those diagnosed with

pancreatic cancer, there is an interest in primary
prevention. The evidence for diet-based prevention
of pancreatic cancer is limited and conflicting.
Some experts recommend lifestyle changes that may
help to prevent pancreatic cancer, such as stopping
the use of tobacco products, moderating alcohol
intake, and eating a balanced diet with sufficient
fruit and vegetables.
n Persons with hereditary pancreatitis may have a

higher lifetime risk for developing pancreatic
cancer.1 However, the USPSTF did not review the
effectiveness of screening these patients.
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Screening for Prostate Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for prostate cancer using prostate specific
antigen (PSA) testing or digital rectal examination
(DRE). Rating: I recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Prostate specific antigen (PSA) testing and digital

rectal examination (DRE) can effectively detect
prostate cancer in its early pathologic stages. Recent
evidence suggests that radical prostatectomy can
reduce prostate cancer mortality in men whose
cancer is detected clinically. The balance of
potential benefits (the reduction of morbidity and
mortality from prostate cancer) and harms (falsepositive results, unnecessary biopsies, and possible
complications) of early treatment of the types of
cancers found by screening, however, remains
uncertain. Therefore, the benefits of screening for
early prostate cancer remain unknown. Ongoing
screening trials, and trials of treatment versus
“watchful waiting” for cancers detected by
screening, may help clarify the benefits of early
detection of prostate cancer.

n Despite the absence of firm evidence of

effectiveness, some clinicians may opt to perform
prostate cancer screening for other reasons. Given
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the uncertainties and controversy surrounding
prostate cancer screening, clinicians should not
order the PSA test without first discussing with the
patient the potential but uncertain benefits and the
possible harms of prostate cancer screening. Men
should be informed of the gaps in the evidence, and
they should be assisted in considering their personal
preferences and risk profile before deciding whether
to be tested.

n If early detection improves health outcomes, the

population most likely to benefit from screening
will be men aged 50 to 70 who are at average risk,
and men older than 45 who are at increased risk
(African American men and men with a family
history of a first-degree relative with prostate
cancer).1 Benefits may be smaller in Asian
Americans, Hispanics, and other racial and ethnic
groups that have a lower risk of prostate cancer.
Older men and men with other significant medical
problems who have a life expectancy of fewer than
10 years are unlikely to benefit from screening.1

n PSA testing is more sensitive than DRE for the

detection of prostate cancer. PSA screening with the
conventional cut-point of 4.0 ng/ml detects a large
majority of prostate cancers; however, a significant
percentage of early prostate cancers (10% to 20%)
will be missed by PSA testing alone.2 Using a lower
threshold to define an abnormal PSA detects more
cancers at the cost of more false positives and more
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biopsies. The yield of screening in terms of cancer
detected declines rapidly with repeated annual
testing.1 If screening were to reduce mortality,
biennial PSA screening could yield as much benefit
as annual screening.
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Counseling to Prevent Skin Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
counseling by primary care clinicians to prevent
skin cancer. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Using sunscreen has been shown to prevent

squamous cell skin cancer. The evidence for the
effect of sunscreen use in preventing melanoma,
however, is mixed. Sunscreens that block both
ultraviolet A (UV-A) and ultraviolet B (UV-B) light
may be more effective in preventing squamous cell
cancer and its precursors than those that block only
UV-B light. However, people who use sunscreen
alone could increase their risk for melanoma if they
increase the time they spend in the sun.

n UV exposure increases the risk for skin cancer

among people with all skin types, but especially
fair-skinned people. Those who sunburn readily
and tan poorly, namely those with red or blond hair
and fair skin that freckles or burns easily, are at
highest risk for developing skin cancer and would
benefit most from sun protection behaviors. The
incidence of melanoma among whites is 20 times
higher than it is among blacks; the incidence of
melanoma among whites is about 4 times higher
than it is among Hispanics.
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n Observational studies indicate that intermittent or

intense sun exposure is a greater risk factor for
melanoma than chronic exposure. These studies
support the hypothesis that preventing sunburn,
especially in childhood, may reduce the lifetime risk
for melanoma.

n Other measures for preventing skin cancer include

avoiding direct exposure to midday sun (between the
hours of 10:00 AM and 4:00 PM) to reduce
exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays and covering skin
exposed to the sun (by wearing protective clothing
such as broad-brimmed hats, long-sleeved shirts, long
pants, and sunglasses).

n The effects of sunlamps and tanning beds on the risk

for melanoma are unclear due to limited study design
and conflicting results from retrospective studies.

n Only a single case-control study of skin self-

examination has reported a lower risk for melanoma
among patients who reported ever examining their
skin over 5 years. Although results from this study
suggest that skin self-examination may be effective in
preventing skin cancer, these results are not
definitive.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD.
October 2003. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for skin cancer using a total-body skin
examination for the early detection of cutaneous
melanoma, basal cell cancer, or squamous cell skin
cancer. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Benefits from screening are unproven, even in high-

risk patients. Clinicians should be aware that fairskinned men and women aged >65, patients with
atypical moles, and those with >50 moles constitute
known groups at substantially increased risk for
melanoma.

n Clinicians should remain alert for skin lesions with

malignant features noted in the context of physical
examinations performed for other purposes.
Asymmetry, border irregularity, color variability,
diameter >6 mm (“A,” “B,” “C,” “D”), or rapidly
changing lesions are features associated with an
increased risk of malignancy. Suspicious lesions
should be biopsied.
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n The USPSTF did not examine the outcomes related

to surveillance of patients with familial syndromes,
such as familial atypical mole and melanoma
(FAM-M) syndrome.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Am J Prev Med. 2001;20(3S):44-46.
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Screening for Testicular Cancer
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
for testicular cancer in asymptomatic adolescent
and adult males. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The low incidence of testicular cancer and favorable

outcomes in the absence of screening make it
unlikely that clinical testicular examinations would
provide important health benefits. Clinical
examination by a physician and self-examination are
the potential screening options for testicular cancer.
However, little evidence is available to assess the
accuracy, yield, or benefits of screening for testicular
cancer.

n Although currently most testicular cancers are

discovered by patients themselves or their partners,
either unintentionally or by self-examination, there
is no evidence that teaching young men how to
examine themselves for testicular cancer would
improve health outcomes, even among men at high
risk, including men with a history of undescended
testes or testicular atrophy.
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n Clinicians should be aware of testicular cancer as a

possible diagnosis when young men present to them
with suggestive signs and symptoms. There is some
evidence that patients who present initially with
symptoms of testicular cancer are frequently
diagnosed as having epididymitis, testicular trauma,
hydrocele, or other benign disorders. Efforts to
promote prompt assessment and better evaluation
of testicular problems may be more effective than
widespread screening as a means of promoting early
detection.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. February 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Routine Vitamin Supplementation to
Prevent Cancer and Cardiovascular
Disease
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the use of
supplements of vitamins A, C, or E; multivitamins
with folic acid; or antioxidant combinations for the
prevention of cancer or cardiovascular disease.
Rating: I Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against the use of
beta-carotene supplements, either alone or in
combination, for the prevention of cancer or
cardiovascular disease. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The USPSTF did not review evidence regarding

vitamin supplementation for patients with known
or potential nutritional deficiencies, including
pregnant and lactating women, children, the elderly,
and people with chronic illnesses. Dietary
supplements may be appropriate for people whose
diet does not provide the recommended dietary
intake of specific vitamins. Individuals may wish to
consult a health care provider to discuss whether
dietary supplements are appropriate.
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n With the exception of vitamins for which there is

compelling evidence of net harm (eg, beta-carotene
supplementation in smokers), there is little reason
to discourage people from taking vitamin
supplements. Patients should be reminded that
taking vitamins does not replace the need to eat a
healthy diet. All patients should receive information
about the benefits of a diet high in fruit and
vegetables, as well as information on other foods
and nutrients that should be emphasized or avoided
in their diet (see 2002 USPSTF recommendation
on counseling to promote a healthy diet, P. 109).

n Patients who choose to take vitamins should be

encouraged to adhere to the dosages recommended
in the Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) of the
Institute of Medicine. Some vitamins, such as A and
D, may be harmful in higher doses; therefore, doses
greatly exceeding the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA) or Adequate Intake (AI) should
be taken with care while considering whether
potential harms outweigh potential benefits.
Vitamins and minerals sold in the United States are
classified as “dietary supplements,” and there is a
degree of quality control over content if they have a
U.S. Pharmacopeia (USP) seal.1 Nevertheless,
imprecision in the content and concentration of
ingredients could pose a theoretical risk not
reflected in clinical trials using calibrated
compounds.
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n The adverse effects of beta-carotene on smokers

have been observed primarily in those taking large
supplemental doses. There is no evidence to suggest
that beta-carotene is harmful to smokers at levels
occurring naturally in foods.

n The USPSTF did not review evidence supporting

folic acid supplementation among pregnant women
to reduce neural tube defects. In 1996, the USPSTF
recommended folic acid for all women who are
planning, or capable of, pregnancy (see 1996
USPSTF chapter on screening for neural tube
defects).2

n Clinicians and patients should discuss the possible

need for vitamin supplementation when taking
certain medications (eg, folic acid supplementation
for those patients taking methotrexate).
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1. U.S. Pharmacopeia Dietary Supplement Verification
Program. Available at: http://www.usp-dsvp.org.
Accessed April 30, 2002.
2. Screening for Neural Tube Defects. U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force. Guide To Clinical Preventive Services.
2nd ed. Washington, DC: Office of Disease Prevention
and Health Promotion; 1996: 467-483. Available at:
http://www.ahrq.gov/clinic/uspstf/uspsneur.htm.
Accessed May 8, 2003.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2003;139:51-55.
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Aspirin for the Primary Prevention of
Cardiovascular Events
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
discuss aspirin chemoprevention with adults who
are at increased risk for coronary heart disease
(CHD). Discussions with patients should address
both the potential benefits and harms of aspirin
therapy. Rating: A Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Decisions about aspirin therapy should take into

account overall risk for coronary heart disease. Risk
assessment should include asking about the presence
and severity of the following risk factors: age, sex,
diabetes, elevated total cholesterol levels, low levels of
high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, elevated
blood pressure, family history (in younger adults),
and smoking. Tools that incorporate specific
information on multiple risk factors provide more
accurate estimation of cardiovascular risk than
categorizations based simply on counting the
numbers of risk factors (http://www.intmed.mcw.edu/
clincalc/heartrisk.html).1
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n Men older than 40 years, postmenopausal women,

and younger people with risk factors for CHD (eg,
hypertension, diabetes, or smoking) are at increased
risk for heart disease and may wish to consider
aspirin therapy. Table 1 shows how estimates of the
type and magnitude of benefits and harms associated
with aspirin therapy vary with an individual’s
underlying risk for coronary heart disease. Although
balance of benefits and harms is most favorable in
high-risk people (5-year risk > 3%), some people at
lower risk may consider the potential benefits of
aspirin to be sufficient to outweigh the potential
harms.

n Discussions about aspirin therapy should focus on

potential coronary heart disease benefits, such as
prevention of myocardial infarction, and potential
harms, such as gastrointestinal and intracranial
bleeding. Discussions should take into account
individual preferences and risk aversions concerning
myocardial infarction, stroke, and gastrointestinal
bleeding.

n Although the optimal timing and frequency of

discussions related to aspirin therapy are unknown,
reasonable options include every 5 years in middleaged and older people or when other cardiovascular
risk factors are detected.

n Most participants in the primary prevention trials of

aspirin therapy have been men between 40 and 75
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years of age. Current estimates of benefits and
harms may not be as reliable for women and older
men.

n Although older patients may derive greater benefits

because they are at higher risk for CHD and stroke,
their risk for bleeding may be higher.

n Uncontrolled hypertension may attenuate the

benefits of aspirin in reducing CHD.

n The optimum dose of aspirin for chemoprevention

is not known. Primary and secondary prevention
trials have demonstrated benefits with a variety of
regimens, including 75 mg per day, 100 mg per day,
and 325 mg every other day. Doses of
approximately 75 mg per day appear as effective as
higher doses; whether doses below 75 mg per day
are effective has not been established. Enteric-coated
or buffered preparations do not clearly reduce
adverse gastrointestinal effects of aspirin.
Uncontrolled hypertension and concomitant use of
other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents or
anticoagulants increase risk for serious bleeding.
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Table 1. Estimates of Benefits and Harms of Asprin Therapy
Given for 5 Years to 1,000 Individuals with Various Levels of
Baseline Risk for Coronary Heart Disease*
Baseline risk for coronary heart disease over 5 years: 1%
Total mortality: No effect
CHD events**: 1-4 avoided
Hemorrhagic strokes***: 0-2 caused
Major gastrointestinal bleeding events****: 2-4 caused
Baseline risk for coronary heart disease over 5 years: 3%
Total mortality: No effect
CHD events**: 4-12 avoided
Hemorrhagic strokes***: 0-2 caused
Major gastrointestinal bleeding events****: 2-4 caused
Baseline risk for coronary heart disease over 5 years: 5%
Total mortality: No effect
CHD events**: 6-20 avoided
Hemorrhagic strokes***: 0-2 caused
Major gastrointestinal bleeding events****: 2-4 caused
* These estimates are based on a relative risk reduction of 28%
for coronary heart disease events in aspirin-treated patients.
They assume risk reductions do not vary significantly by age.
** Nonfatal acute myocardial infarction and fatal coronary heart
disease. Five-year risks of 1%, 3% and 5% are equivalent to
10-year risks of 2%, 6%, and 10%, respectively.
*** Data from secondary prevention trials suggest that increases in
hemorrhagic stroke may be offset by reduction in other types
of stroke in patients at very high risk for cardiovascular disease
(CVD) (greater than or equal to 10% 5-year risk).
**** Rates may be 2 to 3 times higher in people older than 70
years.
Source: Hayden M, Pignone M, Phillips C, Mulrow C. Aspirin for
the primary prevention of cardiovascular events: A summary of the
evidence for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force. Annals of
Internal Medicine. 2002;136:161-172.
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Reference
1. Wilson PW, D’Agostino RB, Levy D, Belanger AM,
Sibershatz H, Kannel WB. Prediction of coronary heart
disease using risk factor categories. Circulation.
1998;97(18):1837-1847.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2002;136(2):157-160.
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Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
with resting electrocardiography (ECG), exercise
treadmill test (ETT), or electron-beam
computerized tomography (EBCT) scanning for
coronary calcium for either the presence of severe
coronary artery stenosis (CAS) or the prediction of
coronary heart disease (CHD) events in adults at
low risk for CHD events. Rating: D
Recommendation.
The USPSTF found insufficient evidence to
recommend for or against routine screening with
ECG, ETT, or EBCT scanning for coronary
calcium for either the presence of severe CAS or
the prediction of CHD events in adults at
increased risk for CHD events. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Several factors are associated with a higher risk for

CHD events (the major ones are nonfatal
myocardial infarction and coronary death),
including older age, male gender, high blood
pressure, smoking, abnormal lipid levels, diabetes,
obesity, and sedentary lifestyle. A person’s risk for
CHD events can be estimated based on the
presence of these factors. Calculators are available to
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ascertain a person’s risk for having a CHD event;
for example, a calculator to estimate a person’s risk
for a CHD event in the next 10 years can be
accessed at http://hin.nhlbi.nih.gov/atpiii/
calculator.asp?usertype=prof. Although the exact risk
factors that constitute each of these categories (low
or increased risk) have not been established,
younger adults (ie, men < 50 years and women < 60
years) who have no other risk factors for CHD (<
5%-10% 10-year risk) are considered to be at low
risk. Older adults, or younger adults with 1 or more
risk factors (> 15% -20% 10-year risk), are
considered to be at increased risk.

n Screening with ECG, ETT, and EBCT could

potentially reduce CHD events in 2 ways: either by
detecting people at high risk for CHD events who
could benefit from more aggressive risk factor
modification, or by detecting people with existing
severe CAS whose life could be prolonged by
coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery.
However, the evidence is inadequate to determine
the extent to which people detected through
screening in either situation would benefit from
either type of intervention.

n The consequences of false-positive tests may

potentially outweigh the benefits of screening. Falsepositive tests are common among asymptomatic
adults, especially women, and may lead to
unnecessary diagnostic testing, over-treatment, and
labeling.
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n Because the sensitivity of these tests is limited,

screening could also result in false-negative results.
A negative test does not rule out the presence of
severe CAS or a future CHD event.

n For people in certain occupations, such as pilots

and heavy equipment operators (for whom sudden
incapacitation or sudden death may endanger the
safety of others), considerations other than the
health benefit to the individual patient may
influence the decision to screen for CHD.

n Although some exercise programs initially screen

asymptomatic participants with ETT, there is not
enough evidence to determine the balance of
benefits and harms of this practice.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2004;140:569-572.
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Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
screen adults aged 18 and older for high blood
pressure. Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for high blood pressure in children and
adolescents to reduce the risk of cardiovascular
disease. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Office measurement of blood pressure is most

commonly done with a sphygmomanometer. High
blood pressure (hypertension) is usually defined in
adults as a systolic blood pressure (SBP) of 140 mm
Hg or higher, or a diastolic blood pressure (DBP) of
90 mm Hg or higher. Due to variability in
individual blood pressure measurements (occurring
as a result of instrument, observer, and patient
factors), it is recommended that hypertension be
diagnosed only after 2 or more elevated readings are
obtained on at least 2 visits over a period of 1 to
several weeks.

n There are some data to suggest that ambulatory

blood pressure measurement (that provides a
measure of the average blood pressure over 24
hours) may be a better predictor of clinical
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cardiovascular outcome than clinic-based
approaches; however, ambulatory blood pressure
measurement is subject to many of the same errors
as office blood pressure measurement.

n The relationship between SBP and DBP and

cardiovascular risk is continuous and graded. The
actual level of blood pressure elevation should not
be the sole factor in determining treatment.
Clinicians should consider the patient’s overall
cardiovascular risk profile, including smoking,
diabetes, abnormal blood lipids, age, sex, sedentary
lifestyle, and obesity, in making treatment decisions.

n Hypertension in children has been defined as blood

pressure above the 95th percentile for age, sex, and
height. Up to 28% of children have secondary
hypertension, ie, high blood pressure due to causes
such as coarctation of the aorta, renal parenchymal
disease, renal artery stenosis, and other congenital
malformations. On the basis of expert opinion,
several organizations, including the American
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), American Heart
Association (AHA), and American Medical
Association (AMA), recommend routine screening
of asymptomatic adolescents and children during
preventive care visits, based on the potential for
identifying treatable causes of secondary
hypertension, such as coarctation of aorta. However,
there are limited data on the benefits or risks of
screening and treating such underlying causes of
hypertension in children. The decision to screen
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children and adolescents for hypertension remains a
matter of clinical judgment.

n Evidence is lacking to recommend an optimal

interval for screening adults for high blood pressure.
The sixth report of the Joint National Committee
on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 6)
recommends screening every 2 years for persons
with SBP and DBP below 130 mm Hg and 85 mm
Hg, respectively, and more frequent intervals for
screening those with blood pressure at higher levels.

n A variety of pharmacological agents are available to

treat high blood pressure. JNC 6 guidelines for
treatment of high blood pressure can be accessed at
www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/jncintro
.htm. The JNC 6-recommended goal of treatment
is to achieve and maintain SBP below 140 mm Hg
and DBP below 90 mm Hg, and lower if tolerated.
Evidence indicates that reducing DBP to below 80
mm Hg appears to be beneficial for patients with
hypertension and diabetes. In considering the
effectiveness of treatment for hypertension, it must
be noted that a given treatment’s ability to lower
blood pressure may not correspond directly to its
ability to reduce cardiovascular events.

n Nonpharmacological therapies, such as reducing

dietary sodium intake, potassium supplementation,
increased physical activity, weight loss, stress
management, and reducing alcohol intake, are
associated with a reduction in blood pressure, but
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their impact on cardiovascular outcomes has not
been studied. For those who consume large
amounts of alcohol (more than 20 drinks in a
week), studies have shown that reduced drinking
decreases blood pressure. There is insufficient
evidence to recommend single or multiple
interventions or to guide the clinician in selecting
among nonpharmacological therapies.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. July 2003. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Screening for Lipid Disorders in Adults
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
routinely screen men aged 35 years and older and
women aged 45 years and older for lipid disorders
and treat abnormal lipids in people who are at
increased risk for coronary heart disease. Rating: A
Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends that clinicians
routinely screen younger adults (men aged 20 to 35
years and women aged 20 to 45 years) for lipid
disorders if they have other risk factors for coronary
heart disease. (See Clinical Considerations for a
discussion of risk factors.) Rating: B
Recommendation.
The USPSTF makes no recommendation for or
against routine screening for lipid disorders in
younger adults (men aged 20 to 35 years or women
aged 20 to 45 years) in the absence of known risk
factors for coronary heart disease. Rating: C
Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends that screening for
lipid disorders include measurement of total
cholesterol (TC) and high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C). Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against triglyceride
measurement as a part of routine screening for lipid
disorders. Rating: I Recommendation.
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Clinical Considerations

n TC and HDL-C can be measured on nonfasting or

fasting samples.

n Abnormal results should be confirmed by a repeated

sample on a separate occasion, and the average of
both results should be used for risk assessment.
Although measuring both TC and HDL-C is more
sensitive and specific for assessing coronary heart
disease risk, TC alone is an acceptable screening test
if available laboratory services cannot provide
reliable measurements of HDL. In conjunction with
HDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDLC) and TC provide comparable information, but
measuring LDL-C requires a fasting sample and is
more expensive. In patients with elevated risk on
screening results, lipoprotein analysis, including
fasting triglycerides, may provide information that
is useful in choosing optimal treatments.

n Screening is recommended for men aged 20 to 35

years and for women aged 20 to 45 years in the
presence of any of the following:
n

Diabetes.
n A family history of cardiovascular disease
before age 50 years in male relatives or age
60 years in female relatives.
n A family history suggestive of familial
hyperlipidemia.
n Multiple coronary heart disease risk factors
(eg, tobacco use, hypertension).
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n The optimal interval for screening is uncertain. On

the basis of other guidelines and expert opinion,
reasonable options include every 5 years, shorter
intervals for people who have lipid levels close to
those warranting therapy, and longer intervals for
low-risk people who have had low or repeatedly
normal lipid levels.
n An age to stop screening is not established. Screening
may be appropriate in older people who have never
been screened, but repeated screening is less
important in older people because lipid levels are less
likely to increase after age 65 years.
n Treatment decisions should take into account overall
risk of heart disease rather than lipid levels alone.
Overall risk assessment should include the presence
and severity of the following risk factors: age, gender,
diabetes, elevated blood pressure, family history (in
younger adults), and smoking. Tools that incorporate
specific information on multiple risk factors provide
more accurate estimation of cardiovascular risk than
categorizations based on counting the numbers of
risk factors.1,2
n Treatment choices should take into account costs and
patient preferences. Drug therapy is usually more
effective than diet alone, but choice of treatment
should consider overall risk, costs of treatment, and
patient preferences. Guidelines for treating high
cholesterol are available from the National
Cholesterol Education Program of the National
Institutes of Health.3 Although diet therapy is an
appropriate initial therapy for most patients, a
minority achieve substantial reductions in lipid levels
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from diet alone; drugs are frequently needed to
achieve therapeutic goals, especially for high-risk
people. Lipid-lowering treatments should be
accompanied by interventions addressing all
modifiable risk factors for heart disease, including
smoking cessation, treatment of blood pressure,
diabetes, and obesity, as well as promotion of a
healthy diet and regular physical activity. Long-term
adherence to therapies should be emphasized.
n All patients, regardless of lipid levels, should be
offered counseling about the benefits of a diet low
in saturated fat and high in fruits and vegetables,
regular physical activity, avoiding tobacco use, and
maintaining a healthy weight.
References
1. Wilson PW, D’Agostino RB, Levy D, Belanger AM,
Silbershatz H, Kannel WB. Prediction of coronary heart
disease using risk factor categories. Circulation.1998,
97:1837-1847.
2. Jackson R. Updated New Zealand cardiovascular disease
risk-benefit prediction guide. BMJ. 2000;320:709-710.
Also available at: www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/
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This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Am J Prev Med. 2001;20(3S):73-76.
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Screening for Asymptomatic Bacteriuria
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that all pregnant
women be screened for asymptomatic bacteriuria
using urine culture at 12-16 weeks’ gestation.
Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against the routine
screening of men and nonpregnant women for
asymptomatic bacteriuria. Rating: D
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The screening tests used commonly in the primary

care setting (dipstick analysis and direct
microscopy) have poor positive and negative
predictive value for detecting bacteriuria in
asymptomatic persons. Urine culture is the gold
standard for detecting asymptomatic bacteriuria but
is expensive for routine screening in populations
with a low prevalence of this condition. Results
from one study done with a new enzymatic urinescreening test (Uriscreen™) showed that the test has
a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 81%.

n Good evidence exists that screening pregnant

women for asymptomatic bacteriuria with urine
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culture (rather than urinalysis) significantly reduces
symptomatic urinary tract infections, low birth
weight, and preterm delivery. A specimen obtained
at 12-16 weeks’ gestation will detect approximately
80% of patients with asymptomatic bacteriuria. The
optimal frequency of subsequent urine testing
during pregnancy is uncertain.

n Good evidence exists that screening individuals other

than pregnant women for asymptomatic bacteriuria
does not significantly improve clinical outcomes.
Results from a study of women with diabetes who
were treated for asymptomatic bacteriuria
demonstrated no reduction in complications.1
Although there were short-term results in clearing
bacteriuria with antimicrobial therapy, there was no
decrease in the number of symptomatic episodes or
hospitalizations over the long term. Furthermore, the
high rate of recurrence of bacteriuria in those who
were screened and treated resulted in a marked
increase in the use of antimicrobial agents.
Reference
1. Harding GKM, Zhanel GG, Nicolle LE, Cheang M.
Antimicrobial treatment in diabetic women with
asymptomatic bacteriuria. N Engl J Med. 2002;
347(20):1576-1583.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD.
February 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Screening for Chlamydial Infection
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
routinely screen all sexually active women aged 25
years and younger, and other asymptomatic
women at increased risk for infection, for
chlamydial infection (see Clinical Considerations
for discussion of risk factors). Rating: A
Recommendation.
The USPSTF makes no recommendation for or
against routinely screening asymptomatic low-risk
women in the general population for chlamydial
infection. Rating: C Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends that clinicians
routinely screen all asymptomatic pregnant women
aged 25 years and younger and others at increased
risk for chlamydial infection (see Clinical
Considerations for discussion of risk factors in
pregnancy). Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF makes no recommendation for or
against routine screening of asymptomatic, low-risk
pregnant women aged 26 years and older for
chlamydial infection. Rating: C Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routinely
screening asymptomatic men for chlamydial
infection. Rating: I Recommendation.
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Clinical Considerations

n Women and adolescents through age 20 years are at

highest risk for chlamydial infection, but most
reported data indicate that infection is prevalent
among women aged 20-25.

n Age is the most important risk marker. Other

patient characteristics associated with a higher
prevalence of infection include being unmarried,
African-American race, having a prior history of
sexually transmitted disease (STD), having new or
multiple sexual partners, having cervical ectopy, and
using barrier contraceptives inconsistently.
Individual risk depends on the number of risk
markers and local prevalence of the disease. Specific
risk-based screening protocols need to be tested at
the local level.

n Clinicians should consider the characteristics of the

communities they serve in determining appropriate
screening strategies for their patient population.

n More targeted screening may be indicated in

specific settings as better prevalence data become
available. Prevalence of chlamydial infection varies
widely among communities and patient
populations. Knowledge of the patient population is
the best guide to developing a screening strategy.
Local public health authorities can be a source of
valuable information.

n The optimal interval for screening is uncertain. For

women with a previous negative screening test, the
interval for rescreening should take into account
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changes in sexual partners. If there is evidence that a
woman is at low risk for infection (eg, in a mutually
monogamous relationship with a previous history of
negative screening tests for chlamydial infection), it
may not be necessary to screen frequently.
Rescreening at 6 to 12 months may be appropriate
for previously infected women because of high rates
of reinfection.

n The optimal timing of screening in pregnancy is

also uncertain. Screening early in pregnancy
provides greater opportunities to improve pregnancy
outcomes, including low birth weight and
premature delivery; however, screening in the third
trimester may be more effective at preventing
transmission of chlamydial infection to the infant
during birth. The incremental benefit of repeated
screening is unknown.

n Screening high-risk young men is a clinical option.

Until the advent of urine-based screening tests,
routine screening of men was rarely performed. As a
result, very little evidence regarding the efficacy of
screening in men in reducing infection among
women exists. Trials are underway to assess the
effectiveness of screening asymptomatic men.

n The choice of specific screening technique is left to

clinical judgment. Choice of test will depend on
issues of cost, convenience, and feasibility, which
may vary in different settings. Although specificity
is high with most approved tests, false-positive
results can occur with all non-culture tests and
rarely with culture tests. Subsequent to initial release
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of this recommendation, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) released laboratory
guidelines that outline the advantages and
disadvantages of available tests. These guidelines are
available at http://www.cdc.gov/STD/
LabGuidelines.

n Partners of infected individuals should be tested and

treated if infected or treated presumptively.

n Clinicians should remain alert for findings

suggestive of chlamydial infection during pelvic
examination of asymptomatic women (eg,
discharge, cervical erythema, and cervical friability).

n Clinicians should be sensitive to the potential effect

of diagnosing a sexually transmitted disease on a
couple. To prevent false-positive results,
confirmatory testing may be appropriate in settings
with low population prevalence.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Am J Prev Med. 2001;20(3S):90-94.
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Screening for Hepatitis B Virus
Infection
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends screening for
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection in pregnant
women at their first prenatal visit. Rating: A
Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against routinely
screening the general asymptomatic population for
chronic hepatitis B virus infection. Rating: D
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Routine hepatitis vaccination has had significant

impact in reducing the number of new HBV
infections per year, with the greatest decline among
children and adolescents. Programs that vaccinate
health care workers also reduce the transmission of
HBV infection.

n Most people who become infected as adults or older

children recover fully from HBV infection and
develop protective immunity to the virus.

n The main risk factors for HBV infection in the

United States include diagnosis with a sexually
transmitted disease, intravenous drug use, sexual
contact with multiple partners, male homosexual
activity, and household contacts of chronically
infected persons. However, screening strategies to
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identify individuals at high risk have poor predictive
value, since 30% to 40% of infected individuals do
not have any easily identifiable risk factors.

n Important predictors of progressive HBV infection

include longer duration of infection and the
presence of comorbid conditions such as alcohol
abuse, HIV, or other chronic liver disease.
Individuals with HBV infection identified through
screening may benefit from interventions designed
to reduce liver injury from other causes, such as
counseling to avoid alcohol abuse and
immunization against hepatitis A. However, there is
limited evidence on the effectiveness of these
interventions.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. February 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Screening for Hepatitis C in Adults
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against routine screening
for hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection in
asymptomatic adults who are not at increased risk
(general population) for infection. Rating: D
Recommendation.
The USPSTF found insufficient evidence to
recommend for or against routine screening for
HCV infection in adults at high risk for infection.
Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Established risk factors for HCV infection include

current or past intravenous drug use, transfusion
before 1990, dialysis, and being a child of an HCVinfected mother. Surrogate markers, such as highrisk sexual behavior (particularly sex with someone
infected with HCV) and the use of illegal drugs,
such as cocaine or marijuana, have also been
associated with increased risk for HCV infection.
The proportion of people who received blood or
blood product transfusions before 1990 will
continue to decline, and HCV infection will be
associated mainly with intravenous drug use and, to
some extent, unsafe sexual behaviors.

n Initial testing for HCV infection is typically done

by enzyme immunoassay (EIA). In a population
with a low prevalence of HCV infection (eg, 2%),
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approximately 59% of all positive tests using the
third-generation EIA test with 97% specificity
would be false positive. As a result, confirmatory
testing is recommended with the strip recombinant
immunoblot assay (third-generation RIBA).

n Important predictors of progressive HCV infection

include older age at acquisition; longer duration of
infection; and presence of comorbid conditions,
such as alcohol misuse, HIV infection, or other
chronic liver disease. Asymptomatic individuals
with HCV infection identified through screening
may benefit from interventions designed to reduce
liver injury from other causes, such as counseling to
avoid alcohol misuse and immunization against
hepatitis A and hepatitis B. However, there is
limited evidence of the effectiveness of these
interventions.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2004;140(6):462-464.
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Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
screen persons at increased risk for syphilis
infection. Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF strongly recommends that
clinicians screen all pregnant women for syphilis
infection. Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against routine
screening of asymptomatic persons who are not at
increased risk for syphilis infection. Rating: D
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Populations at increased risk for syphilis infection

(as determined by incident rates) include men who
have sex with men and engage in high-risk sexual
behavior, commercial sex workers, persons who
exchange sex for drugs, and those in adult
correctional facilities. There is no evidence to
support an optimal screening frequency in this
population. Clinicians should consider the
characteristics of the communities they serve in
determining appropriate screening strategies.
Prevalence of syphilis infection varies widely among
communities and patient populations. For example,
the prevalence of syphilis infection differs by region
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(the prevalence of infection is higher in the
southern U.S. and in some metropolitan areas than
it is in the U.S. as a whole) and by ethnicity (the
prevalence of syphilis infection is higher in Hispanic
and African American populations than it is in the
white population).

n Persons diagnosed with other sexually transmitted

diseases (STDs) (ie, chlamydia, gonorrhea, genital
herpes simplex, human papilloma virus, and HIV)
may be more likely than others to engage in highrisk behavior, placing them at increased risk for
syphilis; however, there is no evidence that supports
the routine screening of individuals diagnosed with
other STDs for syphilis infection. Clinicians should
use clinical judgment to individualize screening for
syphilis infection based on local prevalence and
other risk factors (see above).

n Nontreponemal tests commonly used for initial

screening are the Venereal Disease Research
Laboratory (VDRL) or Rapid Plasma Reagin
(RPR), followed by a confirmatory fluorescent
treponemal antibody absorbed (FTA-ABS) or T.
pallidum particle agglutination (TP-PA). The
optimal screening interval in average- and high-risk
persons has not been determined.

n All pregnant women should be tested at their first

prenatal visit. For women in high-risk groups,
repeat serologic testing may be necessary in the
third trimester and at delivery. Follow-up serologic
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tests should be obtained to document decline
initially after treatment. These follow-up tests
should be performed using the same nontreponemal
test initially used to document infections (eg,
VDRL or RPR) to ensure comparability.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Fam Med. 2004;2(4):362-365.
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Injury and Violence
Screening for Family and Intimate
Partner Violence
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) found insufficient evidence to
recommend for or against routine screening of
parents or guardians for the physical abuse or
neglect of children, of women for intimate partner
violence, or of older adults or their caregivers for
elder abuse. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The USPSTF did not review the evidence for the

effectiveness of case-finding tools; however, all
clinicians examining children and adults should be
alert to physical and behavioral signs and symptoms
associated with abuse or neglect. Patients in whom
abuse is suspected should receive proper
documentation of the incident and physical
findings (e.g., photographs, body maps); treatment
for physical injuries; arrangements for skilled
counseling by a mental health professional; and the
telephone numbers of local crisis centers, shelters,
and protective service agencies.
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n Victims of family violence are primarily children,

female spouses/intimate partners, and older adults.
Numerous risk factors for family violence have been
identified, although some may be confounded by
socioeconomic factors. Factors associated with child
abuse or neglect include low income status, low
maternal education, non-white race, large family
size, young maternal age, single-parent household,
parental psychiatric disturbances, and presence of a
stepfather. Factors associated with intimate partner
violence include young age, low income status,
pregnancy, mental health problems, alcohol or
substance use by victims or perpetrators, separated
or divorced status, and history of childhood sexual
and/or physical abuse. Factors associated with the
abuse of older adults include increasing age, nonwhite race, low income status, functional
impairment, cognitive disability, substance use, poor
emotional state, low self-esteem, cohabitation, and
lack of social support.

n Several instruments to screen parents for child abuse

have been studied, but their ability to predict child
abuse or neglect is limited. Instruments to screen
for intimate partner violence have also been
developed, and although some have demonstrated
good internal consistency (eg, the HITS [Hurt,
Insulted, Threatened, Screamed at] instrument, the
Partner Abuse Interview, and the Women’s
Experience with Battering [WEB] Scale), none have
been validated against measurable outcomes. Only a
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few screening instruments (the Caregiver Abuse
Screen [CASE] and the Hwalek-Sengstock Elder
Abuse Screening Test [HSEAST]) have been
developed to identify potential older victims of
abuse or their abusive caretakers. Both of these tools
correlated well with previously validated
instruments when administered in the community,
but have not been tested in the primary care clinical
setting.1

n Home visit programs directed at high-risk mothers

(identified on the basis of sociodemographic risk
factors) have improved developmental outcomes
and decreased the incidence of child abuse and
neglect, as well as decreased rates of maternal
criminal activity and drug use.
Reference
1. Nelson HD, Nygren P, Qazi Y. Screening for Family and
Intimate Partner Violence. Systematic Evidence Review
No. 28. (Prepared by the Oregon Health & Science
Evidence-based Practice Center under Contract No.
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Mental Health Conditions and
Substance Abuse
Screening and Behavioral Counseling
Interventions in Primary Care to
Reduce Alcohol Misuse
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends screening and behavioral
counseling interventions to reduce alcohol misuse
(go to Clinical Considerations) by adults,
including pregnant women, in primary care
settings. Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against screening
and behavioral counseling interventions to prevent
or reduce alcohol misuse by adolescents in primary
care settings. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Alcohol misuse includes “risky/hazardous” and

“harmful” drinking that places individuals at risk
for future problems. “Risky” or “hazardous”
drinking has been defined in the United States as
more than 7 drinks per week or more than 3 drinks
per occasion for women, and more than 14 drinks
per week or more than 4 drinks per occasion for
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men. “Harmful drinking” describes persons who are
currently experiencing physical, social, or
psychological harm from alcohol use but do not
meet criteria for dependence.1,2 Alcohol abuse and
dependence are associated with repeated negative
physical, psychological, and social effects from
alcohol.3 The USPSTF did not evaluate the
effectiveness of interventions for alcohol
dependence because the benefits of these
interventions are well established and referral or
specialty treatment is recommended for those
meeting the diagnostic criteria for dependence.

n Light to moderate alcohol consumption in middle-

aged or older adults has been associated with some
health benefits, such as reduced risk for coronary
heart disease.4 Moderate drinking has been defined
as 2 standard drinks (eg, 12 ounces of beer) or less
per day for men and 1 drink or less per day for
women and persons older than 65,5 but recent data
suggest comparable benefits from as little as 1 drink
3 to 4 times a week.6

n The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test

(AUDIT) is the most studied screening tool for
detecting alcohol-related problems in primary care
settings. It is sensitive for detecting alcohol misuse
and abuse or dependence and can be used alone or
embedded in broader health risk or lifestyle
assessments.7,8 The 4-item CAGE (feeling the need
to Cut down, Annoyed by criticism, Guilty about
drinking, and need for an Eye-opener in the
morning) is the most popular screening test for
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detecting alcohol abuse or dependence in primary
care.9 The TWEAK, a 5-item scale, and the T-ACE
are designed to screen pregnant women for alcohol
misuse. They detect lower levels of alcohol
consumption that may pose risks during
pregnancy.10 Clinicians can choose screening
strategies that are appropriate for their clinical
population and setting.8,11-14 Screening tools are
available at the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism Web site: http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/.

n Effective interventions to reduce alcohol misuse

include an initial counseling session of about 15
minutes, feedback, advice, and goal-setting. Most
also include further assistance and follow-up. Multicontact interventions for patients ranging widely in
age (12-75 years) are shown to reduce mean alcohol
consumption by 3 to 9 drinks per week, with effects
lasting up to 6 to 12 months after the intervention.
They can be delivered wholly or in part in the
primary care setting, and by one or more members
of the health care team, including physician and
non-physician practitioners. Resources that help
clinicians deliver effective interventions include
brief provider training or access to specially trained
primary care practitioners or health educators, and
the presence of office-level systems supports
(prompts, reminders, counseling algorithms, and
patient education materials).

n Primary care screening and behavioral counseling

interventions for alcohol misuse can be described
with reference to the 5-As behavioral counseling
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framework: assess alcohol consumption with a brief
screening tool followed by clinical assessment as
needed; advise patients to reduce alcohol
consumption to moderate levels; agree on individual
goals for reducing alcohol use or abstinence (if
indicated); assist patients with acquiring the
motivations, self-help skills, or supports needed for
behavior change; and arrange follow-up support and
repeated counseling, including referring dependent
drinkers for specialty treatment.15 Common practices
that complement this framework include
motivational interviewing,16 the 5 Rs used to treat
tobacco use,17 and assessing readiness to change.18

n The optimal interval for screening and intervention

is unknown. Patients with past alcohol problems,
young adults, and other high-risk groups (e.g.,
smokers) may benefit most from frequent screening.

n All pregnant women and women contemplating

pregnancy should be informed of the harmful effects
of alcohol on the fetus. Safe levels of alcohol
consumption during pregnancy are not known;
therefore, pregnant women are advised to abstain
from drinking alcohol. More research into the
efficacy of primary care screening and behavioral
intervention for alcohol misuse among pregnant
women is needed.

n The benefits of behavioral intervention for

preventing or reducing alcohol misuse in adolescents
are not known. The CRAFFT questionnaire was
recently validated for screening adolescents for
substance abuse in the primary care setting.19 The
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benefits of screening this population will need to be
evaluated as more effective interventions become
available in the primary care setting.
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Screening for Dementia
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for dementia in older adults. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) is

the best-studied instrument for screening for
cognitive impairment. When the MMSE is used to
screen unselected patients, the predictive value of a
positive result is only fair. The accuracy of the
MMSE depends upon a person’s age and
educational level: using an arbitrary cut-point may
potentially lead to more false-positives among older
people with lower educational levels, and more
false-negatives among younger people with higher
educational levels. Tests that assess functional
limitations rather than cognitive impairment, such
as the Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ),
can detect dementia with sensitivity and specificity
comparable to that of the MMSE.

n Early recognition of cognitive impairment, in

addition to helping make diagnostic and treatment
decisions, allows clinicians to anticipate problems
the patients may have in understanding and
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adhering to recommended therapy. This
information may also be useful to the patient’s
caregiver(s) and family member(s) in helping to
anticipate and plan for future problems that may
develop as a result of progression of cognitive
impairment.

n Although current evidence does not support routine

screening of patients in whom cognitive impairment
is not otherwise suspected, clinicians should assess
cognitive function whenever cognitive impairment
or deterioration is suspected, based on direct
observation, patient report, or concerns raised by
family members, friends, or caretakers.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2003;138:925-926.
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Screening for Depression
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends screening adults for
depression in clinical practices that have systems
in place to assure accurate diagnosis, effective
treatment, and follow-up. Rating: B
Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening of children or adolescents for
depression. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Many formal screening tools are available (e.g.,

the Zung Self-Assessment Depression Scale, Beck
Depression Inventory, General Health
Questionnaire [GHQ], Center for Epidemiologic
Study Depression Scale [CES-D]).1 Asking 2
simple questions about mood and anhedonia
(“Over the past 2 weeks, have you felt down,
depressed, or hopeless?” and “Over the past 2
weeks, have you felt little interest or pleasure in
doing things?”) may be as effective as using longer
instruments.2 There is little evidence to
recommend one screening method over another,
so clinicians can choose the method that best fits
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their personal preference, the patient population
served, and the practice setting.

n All positive screening tests should trigger full

diagnostic interviews that use standard diagnostic
criteria (ie, those from the fourth edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders [DSM-IV]) to determine the presence
or absence of specific depressive disorders, such as
major depression and/or dysthymia.3 The severity
of depression and comorbid psychological
problems (eg, anxiety, panic attacks, or substance
abuse) should be addressed.

n Many risk factors for depression (eg, female sex,

family history of depression, unemployment, and
chronic disease) are common, but the presence of
risk factors alone cannot distinguish depressed
from nondepressed patients.

n The optimal interval for screening is unknown.

Recurrent screening may be most productive in
patients with a history of depression, unexplained
somatic symptoms, comorbid psychological
conditions (eg, panic disorder or generalized
anxiety), substance abuse, or chronic pain.

n Clinical practices that screen for depression

should have systems in place to ensure that
positive screening results are followed by accurate
diagnosis, effective treatment, and careful follow-
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up. Benefits from screening are unlikely to be
realized unless such systems are functioning well.

n Treatment may include antidepressants or specific

psychotherapeutic approaches (eg, cognitive
behavioral therapy or brief psychosocial
counseling), alone or in combination.

n The benefits of routinely screening children and

adolescents for depression are not known. The
existing literature suggests that screening tests
perform reasonably well in adolescents and that
treatments are effective, but the clinical impact of
routine depression screening has not been studied
in pediatric populations in primary care settings.
Clinicians should remain alert for possible signs
of depression in younger patients. The predictive
value of positive screening tests is lower in
children and adolescents than in adults, and
research on the effectiveness of primary care-based
interventions for depression in this age group is
limited.
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Screening for Suicide Risk
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening by primary care clinicians to detect
suicide risk in the general population. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations
n The strongest risk factors for attempted suicide
include mood disorders or other mental disorders,
comorbid substance abuse disorders, history of
deliberate self-harm (DSH), and a history of suicide
attempts. DSH refers to intentionally initiated acts
of self-harm with a non-fatal outcome (including
self-poisoning and self-injury). Suicide risk is
assessed along a continuum ranging from suicidal
ideation alone (relatively less severe) to suicidal
ideation with a plan (more severe). Suicidal ideation
with a specific plan of action is associated with a
significant risk for attempted suicide.
n Screening instruments are commonly used in
specialty clinics and mental health settings. The test
characteristics of most commonly-used screening
instruments (Scale for Suicide Ideation [SSI], Scale
for Suicide Ideation-Worst [SSI-W], and the
Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire [SIQ)]) have not
been validated to assess suicide risk in primary care
settings. There has been limited testing of the
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Symptom-Driven Diagnostic System for Primary
Care (SDDS-PC) screening instrument in a
primary care setting.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2004;140:820-821.
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Counseling to Prevent Tobacco Use and
Tobacco-Caused Disease
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends that clinicians
screen all adults for tobacco use and provide
tobacco cessation interventions for those who use
tobacco products. Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF strongly recommends that
clinicians screen all pregnant women for tobacco
use and provide augmented pregnancy-tailored
counseling to those who smoke. Rating: A
Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for tobacco use or interventions to
prevent and treat tobacco use and dependence
among children or adolescents. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Brief tobacco cessation counseling interventions,

including screening, brief counseling (3 minutes or
less), and/or pharmacotherapy, have proven to
increase tobacco abstinence rates, although there is a
dose-response relationship between quit rates and
the intensity of counseling. Effective interventions
may be delivered by a variety of primary care
clinicians.
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n The 5-A behavioral counseling framework provides

a useful strategy for engaging patients in smoking
cessation discussions:
1. Ask about tobacco use.
2. Advise to quit through clear personalized
messages.
3. Assess willingness to quit.
4. Assist to quit.
5. Arrange follow-up and support.
Helpful aspects of counseling include providing
problem-solving guidance for smokers to develop a
plan to quit and to overcome common barriers to
quitting and providing social support within and
outside of treatment. Common practices that
complement this framework include motivational
interviewing, the 5-R’s used to treat tobacco use
(relevance, risks, rewards, roadblocks, repetition), assessing
readiness to change, and more intensive counseling
and/or referrals for quitters needing extra help.1-3
Telephone “quit lines” have also been found to be
an effective adjunct to counseling or medical
therapy.4

n Clinics that implement screening systems designed

to regularly identify and document a patient’s
tobacco use status increased their rates of clinician
intervention, although there is limited evidence for
the impact of screening systems on tobacco
cessation rates.5
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n FDA-approved pharmacotherapy that has been

identified as safe and effective for treating tobacco
dependence includes several forms of nicotine
replacement therapy (ie, nicotine gum, nicotine
transdermal patches, nicotine inhaler, and nicotine
nasal spray) and sustained-release bupropion. Other
medications, including clonidine and nortriptyline,
have been found to be efficacious and may be
considered.

n Augmented pregnancy-tailored counseling (eg, 5-15

minutes) and self-help materials are recommended
for pregnant smokers, as brief interventions are less
effective in this population. There is limited
evidence to evaluate the safety or efficacy of
pharmacotherapy during pregnancy. Tobacco
cessation at any point during pregnancy can yield
important health benefits for the mother and the
baby, but there are limited data about the optimal
timing or frequency of counseling interventions
during pregnancy.

n There is little evidence addressing the effectiveness

of screening and counseling children or adolescents
to prevent the initiation of tobacco use and to
promote its cessation in a primary care setting, but
clinicians may use their discretion in conducting
tobacco-related discussions with this population,
since the majority of adult smokers begin tobacco
use as children or adolescents.
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Metabolic, Nutritional, and
Endocrine Conditions
Behavioral Counseling in Primary Care
to Promote a Healthy Diet
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
behavioral counseling to promote a healthy diet in
unselected patients in primary care settings.
Rating: I Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends intensive behavioral
dietary counseling for adult patients with
hyperlipidemia and other known risk factors for
cardiovascular and diet-related chronic disease.
Intensive counseling can be delivered by primary
care clinicians or by referral to other specialists,
such as nutritionists or dietitians. Rating: B
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Several brief dietary assessment questionnaires have

been validated for use in the primary care setting.1,2
These instruments can identify dietary counseling
needs, guide interventions, and monitor changes in
patients’ dietary patterns. However, these
instruments are susceptible to the bias of the
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respondent. Therefore, when used to evaluate the
efficacy of counseling, efforts to verify self-reported
information are recommended since patients
receiving dietary interventions may be more likely
to report positive changes in dietary behavior than
control patients.3-6

n Effective interventions combine nutrition education

with behaviorally-oriented counseling to help
patients acquire the skills, motivation, and support
needed to alter their daily eating patterns and food
preparation practices. Examples of behaviorallyoriented counseling interventions include teaching
self monitoring, training to overcome common
barriers to selecting a healthy diet, helping patients
to set their own goals, providing guidance in
shopping and food preparation, role playing, and
arranging for intra-treatment social support. In
general, these interventions can be described with
reference to the 5-A behavioral counseling
framework7:
1. Assess dietary practices and related risk
factors.
2. Advise to change dietary practices.
3. Agree on individual diet change goals.
4. Assist to change dietary practices or address
motivational barriers.
5. Arrange regular follow-up and support or
refer to more intensive behavioral
nutritional counseling (e.g., medical
nutrition therapy) if needed.
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n Two approaches appear promising for the general

population of adult patients in primary care
settings:
1. Medium-intensity face-to-face dietary
counseling (2 to 3 group or individual
sessions) delivered by a dietitian or
nutritionist or by a specially trained primary
care physician or nurse practitioner.
2. Lower-intensity interventions that involve 5
minutes or less of primary care provider
counseling supplemented by patient selfhelp materials, telephone counseling, or
other interactive health communications.
However, more research is needed to assess the
long-term efficacy of these treatments and the
balance of benefits and harms.

n The largest effect of dietary counseling in

asymptomatic adults has been observed with more
intensive interventions (multiple sessions lasting 30
minutes or longer) among patients with
hyperlipidemia or hypertension, and among others
at increased risk for diet-related chronic disease.
Effective interventions include individual or group
counseling delivered by nutritionists, dietitians, or
specially trained primary care practitioners or health
educators in the primary care setting or in other
clinical settings by referral. Most studies of these
interventions have enrolled selected patients, many
of whom had known diet-related risk factors such as
hyperlipidemia or hypertension. Similar approaches
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may be effective with unselected adult patients, but
adherence to dietary advice may be lower, and
health benefits smaller, than in patients who have
been told they are at higher risk for diet-related
chronic disease.8

n Office-level systems supports (prompts, reminders,

and counseling algorithms) have been found to
significantly improve the delivery of appropriate
dietary counseling by primary care clinicians.9-11

n Possible harms of dietary counseling have not been

well defined or measured. Some have raised
concerns that if patients focus only on reducing
total fat intake without attention to reducing caloric
intake, an increase in carbohydrate intake (eg,
reduced-fat or low-fat food products) may lead to
weight gain, elevated triglyceride levels, or insulin
resistance. Nationally, obesity rates have increased
despite declining fat consumption, but studies did
not consistently examine effects of counseling on
outcomes such as caloric intake and weight.

n Little is known about effective dietary counseling

for children or adolescents in the primary care
setting. Most studies of nutritional interventions for
children and adolescents have focused on nonclinical settings (such as schools) or have used
physiologic outcomes such as cholesterol or weight
rather than more comprehensive measures of a
healthy diet.12,13
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Hormone Therapy for the Prevention of
Chronic Conditions in Postmenopausal
Women
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against the routine use of
combined estrogen and progestin for the
prevention of chronic conditions in
postmenopausal women. Rating: D
recommendation.
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against the routine use of
unopposed estrogen for the prevention of chronic
conditions in postmenopausal women who have
had a hysterectomy. Rating: D recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The balance of benefits and harms for a woman will

be influenced by her personal preferences, her risks
for specific chronic diseases, and the presence of
menopausal symptoms. A shared decisionmaking
approach to preventing chronic diseases in
perimenopausal and postmenopausal women
involves consideration of individual risk factors and
preferences in selecting effective interventions for
reducing the risks for fracture, heart disease, and
cancer. See other USPSTF recommendations for
prevention of chronic diseases (screening for
osteoporosis, high blood pressure, lipid disorders,
breast cancer, and colorectal cancer; and counseling
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to prevent tobacco use) available at:
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.

n The USPSTF did not consider the use of hormone

therapy for the management of menopausal
symptoms, which is the subject of
recommendations by other expert groups. Women
and their clinicians should discuss the balance of
risks and benefits before deciding to initiate or
continue hormone therapy for menopausal
symptoms. For example, for combined estrogen and
progestin, some risks (such as the risks for venous
thromboembolism, coronary heart disease [CHD],
and stroke) arise within the first 1 to 2 years of
therapy, and other risks (such as the risk for breast
cancer) appear to increase with longer-term
hormone therapy. The populations of women using
hormone therapy for symptom relief may differ
from those who would use hormone therapy for
prevention of chronic disease (eg, age differences).
Other expert groups have recommended that
women who decide to take hormone therapy to
relieve menopausal symptoms use the lowest
effective dose for the shortest possible time.

n Although estrogen alone or in combination with

progestin reduces the risk for fractures in women,
other effective medications (eg, bisphosphonates
and calcitonin) are available for treating women
with low bone density to prevent fractures. The
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role of chemopreventive agents in preventing
fractures in women without low bone density is
unclear. The USPSTF addressed screening for
osteoporosis in postmenopausal women in 2002.1

n Unopposed estrogen increases the risk for

endometrial cancer in women who have an intact
uterus. Clinicians should use a shared decisionmaking approach when discussing the possibility of
using unopposed estrogen in women who have not
had a hysterectomy.2
References
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osteoporosis in postmenopausal women:
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Screening for Obesity in Adults
Summary of Recommendations
The USPSTF recommends that clinicians screen
all adult patients for obesity and offer intensive
counseling and behavioral interventions to
promote sustained weight loss for obese adults.
Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the use of
moderate- or low-intensity counseling together
with behavioral interventions to promote sustained
weight loss in obese adults. Rating: I
Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the use of
counseling of any intensity and behavioral
interventions to promote sustained weight loss in
overweight adults. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n A number of techniques, such as bioelectrical

impedance, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry, and
total body water can measure body fat, but it is
impractical to use them routinely. Body mass index
(BMI), which is simply weight adjusted for height,
is a more practical and widely-used method to
screen for obesity. Increased BMI is associated with
an increase in adverse health effects. Central
adiposity increases the risk for cardiovascular and
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other diseases independent of obesity. Clinicians
may use the waist circumference as a measure of
central adiposity. Men with waist circumferences
greater than 102 cm (> 40 inches) and women with
waist circumferences greater than 88 cm (> 35
inches) are at increased risk for cardiovascular
disease. The waist circumference thresholds are not
reliable for patients with a BMI greater than 35.

n Expert committees have issued guidelines defining

overweight and obesity based on BMI. Persons with
a BMI between 25 and 29.9 are overweight and
those with a BMI of 30 and above are obese. There
are 3 classes of obesity: class I (BMI 30-34.9), class
II (BMI 35-39.9), and class III (BMI 40 and
above). BMI is calculated either as weight in
pounds divided by height in inches squared
multiplied by 703, or as weight in kilograms
divided by height in meters squared. The National
Institutes of Health (NIH) provides a BMI
calculator at www.nhlbisupport.com/bmi/ and a
table at www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/obesity/
bmi_tbl.htm.

n The most effective interventions combine nutrition

education and diet and exercise counseling with
behavioral strategies to help patients acquire the
skills and supports needed to change eating patterns
and to become physically active. The 5-A
framework (Assess, Advise, Agree, Assist, and
Arrange) has been used in behavioral counseling
interventions such as smoking cessation and may be
a useful tool to help clinicians guide interventions
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for weight loss. Initial interventions paired with
maintenance interventions help ensure that weight
loss will be sustained over time.

n It is advisable to refer obese patients to programs

that offer intensive counseling and behavioral
interventions for optimal weight loss. The USPSTF
defined intensity of counseling by the frequency of
the intervention. A high-intensity intervention is
more than 1 person-to-person (individual or group)
session per month for at least the first 3 months of
the intervention. A medium-intensity intervention
is a monthly intervention, and anything less
frequent is a low-intensity intervention. There are
limited data on the best place for these
interventions to occur and on the composition of
the multidisciplinary team that should deliver highintensity interventions.

n The USPSTF concluded that the evidence on the

effectiveness of interventions with obese people may
not be generalizable to adults who are overweight
but not obese. The evidence for the effectiveness of
interventions for weight loss among overweight
adults, compared with obese adults, is limited.

n Orlistat and sibutramine, approved for weight loss

by the Food and Drug Administration, can produce
modest weight loss (2.6-4.8 kg) that can be
sustained for at least 2 years if the medication is
continued. The adverse effects of orlistat include
fecal urgency, oily spotting, and flatulence; the
adverse effects of sibutramine include an increase in
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blood pressure and heart rate. There are no data on
the long-term (longer than 2 years) benefits or
adverse effects of these drugs. Experts recommend
that pharmacological treatment of obesity be used
only as part of a program that also includes lifestyle
modification interventions, such as intensive diet
and/or exercise counseling and behavioral
interventions.

n There is fair to good evidence to suggest that

surgical interventions such as gastric bypass, vertical
banded gastroplasty, and adjustable gastric banding
can produce substantial weight loss (28 to > 40 kg)
in patients with class III obesity. Clinical guidelines
developed by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute (NHLBI) Expert Panel on the
identification, evaluation, and treatment of
overweight and obesity in adults recommend that
these procedures be reserved for patients with class
III obesity and for patients with class II obesity who
have at least 1 other obesity-related illness. The
postoperative mortality rate for these procedures is
0.2 percent. Other complications include wound
infection, re-operation, vitamin deficiency, diarrhea,
and hemorrhage. Re-operation may be necessary in
up to 25 percent of patients. Patients should receive
a psychological evaluation prior to undergoing these
procedures. The long-term health effects of surgery
for obesity are not well characterized.

n The data supporting the effectiveness of

interventions to promote weight loss are derived
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mostly from women, especially white women. The
effectiveness of the interventions is less well
established in other populations, including the
elderly. The USPSTF believes that, although the
data are limited, these interventions may be used
with obese men, physiologically mature older
adolescents, and diverse populations, taking into
account cultural and other individual factors.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2003;139:930-932.
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Behavioral Counseling in Primary Care
to Promote Physical Activity
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against behavioral
counseling in primary care settings to promote
physical activity. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Regular physical activity helps prevent

cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2
diabetes, obesity, and osteoporosis. It may also
decrease all-cause morbidity and lengthen life-span.1

n Benefits of physical activity are seen at even modest

levels of activity, such as walking or bicycling 30
minutes per day on most days of the week. Benefits
increase with increasing levels of activity.2

n Whether routine counseling and follow-up by

primary care physicians results in increased physical
activity among their adult patients is unclear.
Existing studies limit the conclusions that can be
drawn about efficacy, effectiveness, and feasibility of
primary care physical activity counseling. Most
studies have tested brief, minimal, and low-intensity
primary care interventions, such as 3 to 5 minute
counseling sessions in the context of a routine
clinical visit.
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n Multi-component interventions combining provider

advice with behavioral interventions to facilitate and
reinforce healthy levels of physical activity appear the
most promising. Such interventions often include
patient goal setting, written exercise prescriptions,
individually tailored physical activity regimens, and
mailed or telephone follow-up assistance provided by
specially trained staff. Linking primary care patients
to community-based physical activity and fitness
programs may enhance the effectiveness of primary
care clinician counseling.3

n Potential harms of physical activity counseling have

not been well defined or studied. They may include
muscle and fall-related injuries or cardiovascular
events.4 It is unclear whether more extensive patient
screening, certain types of physical activity (eg,
moderate vs vigorous exercise), more gradual
increases in exercise, or more intensive counseling
and follow-up monitoring will decrease the likelihood
of injuries related to physical activity. Existing studies
provide insufficient evidence regarding the potential
harms of various activity protocols, such as moderate
compared with vigorous exercise.
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Screening for Thyroid Disease
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes the evidence is insufficient to
recommend for or against routine screening for
thyroid disease in adults. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Subclinical thyroid dysfunction is defined as an

abnormal biochemical measurement of thyroid
hormones without any specific clinical signs or
symptoms of thyroid disease and no history of
thyroid dysfunction or therapy. This includes
individuals who have mildly elevated TSH and
normal thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3)
levels (subclinical hypothyroidism), or low TSH and
normal T4 and T3 levels (subclinical
hyperthyroidism). Individuals with symptoms of
thyroid dysfunction, or those with a history of
thyroid disease or treatment, are excluded from this
definition and are not the subject of these
recommendations.

n When used to confirm suspected thyroid disease in

patients referred to a specialty endocrine clinic,
TSH has a high sensitivity (98%) and specificity
(92%). When used for screening primary care
populations, the positive predictive value (PPV) of
TSH in detecting thyroid disease is low; further, the
interpretation of a positive test result is often
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complicated by an underlying illness or by frailty of
the individual. In general, values for serum TSH
below 0.1 mU/L are considered low and values
above 6.5 mU/L are considered elevated.

n Clinicians should be aware of subtle signs of thyroid

dysfunction, particularly among those at high risk.
People at higher risk for thyroid dysfunction
include the elderly, post-partum women, those with
high levels of radiation exposure (>20 mGy), and
patients with Down syndrome. Evaluating for
symptoms of hypothyroidism is difficult in patients
with Down syndrome because some symptoms and
signs (eg, slow speech, thick tongue, and slow
mentation) are typical findings in both conditions.

n Subclinical hyperthyroidism has been associated

with atrial fibrillation, dementia, and, less clearly,
with osteoporosis. However, progression from
subclinical to clinical disease in patients without a
history of thyroid disease is not clearly established.

n Subclinical hypothyroidism is associated with poor

obstetric outcomes and poor cognitive development
in children. Evidence for dyslipidemia,
atherosclerosis, and decreased quality of life in
adults with subclinical hypothyroidism in the
general population is inconsistent and less
convincing.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2004;125-127.
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Screening for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
in Adults
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routinely
screening asymptomatic adults for type 2 diabetes,
impaired glucose tolerance, or impaired fasting
glucose. Rating: I Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends screening for type 2
diabetes in adults with hypertension or
hyperlipidemia. Rating: B Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n In the absence of evidence of direct benefits of

routine screening for type 2 diabetes, the decision to
screen individual patients is a matter of clinical
judgment. Patients at increased risk for
cardiovascular disease may benefit most from
screening for type 2 diabetes, since management of
cardiovascular risk factors leads to reductions in
major cardiovascular events. Clinicians should assist
patients in making that choice. In addition,
clinicians should be alert to symptoms suggestive of
diabetes (ie, polydipsia and polyuria) and test
anyone with these symptoms.

n Screening for diabetes in patients with hypertension

or hyperlipidemia should be part of an integrated
approach to reduce cardiovascular risk. Lower
targets for blood pressure (ie, diastolic blood
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pressure <80 mm Hg) are beneficial for patients
with diabetes and high blood pressure. The report
of the Adult Treatment Panel III of the National
Cholesterol Education Program recommends lower
targets for low-density lipoprotein cholesterol for
patients with diabetes. Attention to other risk
factors such as physical inactivity, diet, and
overweight is also important, both to decrease risk
for heart disease and to improve glucose control.

n Three tests have been used to screen for diabetes:

fasting plasma glucose (FPG), 2-hour post-load
plasma glucose (2-hour PG), and hemoglobin A1c
(HbA1c). The American Diabetes Association
(ADA) has recommended the FPG test (>126
mg/dL) for screening because it is easier and faster
to perform, more convenient and acceptable to
patients, and less expensive than other screening
tests. The FPG test is more reproducible than the 2hour PG test, has less intraindividual variation, and
has similar predictive value for development of
microvascular complications of diabetes. Compared
with the FPG test, the 2-hour PG test may lead to
more individuals being diagnosed as diabetic.
HbA1c is more closely related to FPG than to 2hour PG, but at the usual cut-points it is less
sensitive in detecting lower levels of hyperglycemia.
The random capillary blood glucose (CBG) test has
been shown to have reasonable sensitivity (75% at a
cut-point of >120 mg/dL) in detecting persons who
have either an FPG level >126 mg/dL or a 2-hour
PG level >200 mg/dL, if results are interpreted
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according to age and time since last meal; however,
the random blood glucose test is less well
standardized for screening for diabetes.

n The ADA recommends confirmation of a diagnosis

of diabetes with a repeated FPG test on a separate
day, especially for patients with borderline FPG
results and patients with normal FPG levels for
whom suspicion of diabetes is high. The optimal
screening interval is not known. The ADA, on the
basis of expert opinion, recommends an interval of
every 3 years but shorter intervals in high-risk
persons.

n Regardless of whether the clinician and patient

decide to screen for diabetes, patients should be
encouraged to exercise, eat a healthy diet, and
maintain a healthy weight, choices that may prevent
or forestall the development of type 2 diabetes.
More aggressive interventions to establish and
maintain these behaviors should be considered for
patients at increased risk for developing diabetes,
such as those who are overweight, have a family
history of diabetes, or have a racial or ethnic
background associated with an increased risk (e.g.,
American Indians). Intensive programs of lifestyle
modification (diet, exercise, and behavior) should
also be considered for patients who have impaired
fasting glucose or impaired glucose tolerance, since
several large trials have demonstrated that these
programs can significantly reduce the incidence of
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diabetes in these patients. Evidence and
recommendations regarding counseling about diet,
physical activity, and obesity are provided in the
USPSTF evidence summaries “Counseling to
Promote a Healthy Diet,” “Counseling to Promote
Physical Activity,” and “Screening and Treatment
for Obesity in Adults,” available on the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality Web site at
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Intern Med. 2003; 138:212-214.
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Musculoskeletal Conditions
Primary Care Interventions to Prevent
Low Back Pain in Adults
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against the
routine use of interventions to prevent low back
pain in adults in primary care settings. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Although exercise has not been shown to prevent

low back pain, regular physical activity has other
proven health benefits, including prevention of
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2
diabetes, obesity, and osteoporosis.

n Neither lumbar supports nor back belts appear to

be effective in reducing the incidence of low back
pain.

n Worksite interventions, including educational

interventions, have some short-term benefit in
reducing the incidence of low back pain. However,
their applicability to the primary care setting is
unknown.
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n Back schools may prevent further back injury for

individuals with recurrent or chronic low back pain,
but their long-term effectiveness has not been well
studied.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. February 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Screening for Osteoporosis in
Postmenopausal Women
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends that women aged 65 and
older be screened routinely for osteoporosis. The
USPSTF recommends that routine screening
begin at age 60 for women at increased risk for
osteoporotic fractures (see Clinical Considerations
for discussion of women at increased risk). Rating: B
Recommendation.
The USPSTF makes no recommendation for
or against routine osteoporosis screening in
postmenopausal women who are younger than 60
or in women aged 60-64 who are not at increased
risk for osteoporotic fractures. Rating: C
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Modeling analysis suggests that the absolute

benefits of screening for osteoporosis among
women aged 60-64 who are at increased risk for
osteoporosis and fracture are comparable to those
of routine screening in older women. The exact
risk factors that should trigger screening in this
age group are difficult to specify based on
evidence. Lower body weight (weight < 70 kg ) is
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the single best predictor of low bone mineral
density.1,2 Low weight and no current use of
estrogen therapy are incorporated with age into
the 3-item Osteoporosis Risk Assessment
Instrument (ORAI).1,2 There is less evidence to
support the use of other individual risk factors (for
example, smoking, weight loss, family history,
decreased physical activity, alcohol or caffeine use,
or low calcium and vitamin D intake) as a basis
for identifying high-risk women younger than 65.
At any given age, African-American women on
average have higher bone mineral density (BMD)
than white women and are thus less likely to
benefit from screening.
n Among different bone measurement tests

performed at various anatomical sites, bone
density measured at the femoral neck by dualenergy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the best
predictor of hip fracture and is comparable to
forearm measurements for predicting fractures at
other sites. Other technologies for measuring
peripheral sites include quantitative
ultrasonography (QUS), radiographic
absorptiometry, single energy x-ray absorptiometry,
peripheral dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry, and
peripheral quantitative computed tomography.
Recent data suggest that peripheral bone density
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testing in the primary care setting can also
identify postmenopausal women who have a
higher risk for fracture over the short term (1
year). Further research is needed to determine the
accuracy of peripheral bone density testing in
comparison with dual-energy x-ray
absorptiometry (DXA). The likelihood of being
diagnosed with osteoporosis varies greatly
depending on the site and type of bone
measurement test, the number of sites tested, the
brand of densitometer used, and the relevance of
the reference range.
n Estimates of the benefits of detecting and treating

osteoporosis are based largely on studies of
bisphosphonates. Some women, however, may
prefer other treatment options (for example,
hormone replacement therapy, selective estrogen
receptor modulators, or calcitonin) based on
personal preferences or risk factors. Clinicians
should review with patients the relative benefits
and harms of available treatment options, and
uncertainties about their efficacy and safety, to
facilitate an informed choice.
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n No studies have evaluated the optimal intervals

for repeated screening. Because of limitations in
the precision of testing, a minimum of 2 years
may be needed to reliably measure a change in
bone mineral density; however, longer intervals
may be adequate for repeated screening to
identify new cases of osteoporosis. Yield of
repeated screening will be higher in older women,
those with lower BMD at baseline, and those
with other risk factors for fracture.
n There are no data to determine the appropriate

age to stop screening and few data on
osteoporosis treatment in women older than 85.
Patients who receive a diagnosis of osteoporosis
fall outside the context of screening but may
require additional testing for diagnostic purposes
or to monitor response to treatment.
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Obstetric and Gynecologic
Conditions
Screening for Bacterial Vaginosis in
Pregnancy
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routinely
screening high-risk pregnant women for bacterial
vaginosis (BV). (See Clinical Considerations for
discussion of populations at high risk.) Rating: I
Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends against routinely
screening average-risk asymptomatic pregnant
women for BV. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n For women with a history of preterm delivery,

screening for BV is an option. A single previous
episode of preterm delivery by itself may not
reliably identify a population of women who will
benefit from screening and treatment. Nevertheless,
screening may be appropriate in specific
circumstances. Studies demonstrating a benefit of
screening and treatment were performed among
populations of women at especially high risk (35%
to 57%) of preterm birth. Clinicians should
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consider previous history of preterm delivery, other
risk factors, and time of presentation in making the
decision whether or not to screen for BV in women
at high risk.

n For clinicians electing to screen high-risk women,

the optimal screening test is not certain. Accepted
clinical criteria for BV include vaginal pH >4.5,
amine odor on the application of KOH, appearance
of a homogeneous vaginal discharge, and presence
of clue cells on a microscopic examination of a wet
mount. Presence of at least 3 of these 4 criteria is
generally considered diagnostic of BV. The use of
more limited criteria (e.g., clue cells alone) has not
been evaluated.

n Neither the optimal time to screen high-risk

pregnant women nor the optimal treatment
regimen for pregnant women with BV is clear. The
3 trials that demonstrated a reduction in preterm
birth screened in the second trimester (13 to 24
weeks of pregnancy) used various regimens of oral
metronidazole alone or oral metronidazole and
erythromycin.

n Treatment is appropriate for pregnant women with

symptomatic BV infection. These women were
excluded from most screening trials and may be at
higher risk than those without symptoms.
Treatment can relieve symptoms such as vaginal
discharge.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Am J Prev Med. 2001;20(3S):59-61.
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Behavioral Interventions to Promote
Breastfeeding
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends structured breastfeeding
education and behavioral counseling programs to
promote breastfeeding. Rating: B
Recommendation.
The USPSTF found insufficient evidence to
recommend for or against the following
interventions to promote breastfeeding: brief
education and counseling by primary care
providers; peer counseling used alone and
initiated in the clinical setting; and written
materials, used alone or in combination with
other interventions. Rating: I Recommendation.

Clinical Considerations

n Effective breastfeeding education and behavioral

counseling programs use individual or group
sessions led by specially trained nurses or lactation
specialists, usually lasting 30 to 90 minutes.
Sessions generally begin during the prenatal
period and cover the benefits of breastfeeding for
infant and mother, basic physiology, equipment,
technical training in positioning and latch-on
techniques, and behavioral training in skills
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required to overcome common situational barriers
to breastfeeding and to garner needed social
support.

n Hospital practices that may help support

breastfeeding include early maternal contact with
the newborn, rooming-in, and avoidance of formula
supplementation for breastfeeding infants.

n Commercial discharge packs provided by hospitals

that include samples of infant formula and/or
bottles and nipples are associated with reducing the
rates of exclusive breastfeeding.

n Mothers who wish to continue breastfeeding after

returning to work, especially those working fulltime, may need to use an electric or mechanical
pump to maintain a sufficient breast milk supply.

n Few contraindications to breastfeeding exist. In

developed countries, infection with human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the mother is
considered a contraindication to breastfeeding, as is
the presence of current alcohol and drug
use/dependence. Some medications (prescription
and non-prescription) are contraindicated or
advised for use “with caution” and appropriate
clinical monitoring among lactating women.1
Clinicians should consult appropriate references for
information on specific medications, including
herbal remedies.
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Screening for Gestational Diabetes
Mellitus
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
screening for gestational diabetes. Rating: I
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Better quality evidence is needed to determine

whether the benefits of screening for gestational
diabetes mellitus (GDM) outweigh the harms.
Until such evidence is available, clinicians might
reasonably choose either not to screen at all or to
screen only women at increased risk for GDM.

n Patient characteristics most strongly associated with

increased risk for GDM include maternal obesity
(usually defined as a body mass index [BMI] of 25
or more), older age (usually defined as older than
25 years), family or personal history of diabetes, or
a history of GDM in a prior pregnancy. Expert
groups have also identified certain ethnic groups as
being at increased risk for GDM (such as Hispanic,
African American, American Indian, and South or
East Asian). Using all the above criteria, however,
would identify 90 percent of all pregnant women as
being at increased risk for GDM.
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n The optimal approach to screening and diagnosis is

uncertain. Expert panels in the United States
recommend a 50-g 1-hour glucose challenge test
(GCT) at 24 to 28 weeks’ gestation, followed by a
100-g 3-hour oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)
for women who screen positive on the GCT.
Different screening and diagnostic strategies
recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO) are commonly used outside of North
America. The American Diabetes Association
(ADA) and the WHO have published specific
criteria for diagnosis, but the USPSTF could not
determine the relative benefits of any specific
approach.1,2
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Screening for Rh (D) Incompatibility
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) strongly recommends Rh (D) blood
typing and antibody testing for all pregnant
women during their first visit for pregnancy-related
care. Rating: A Recommendation.
The USPSTF recommends repeated Rh (D)
antibody testing for all unsensitized Rh (D)negative women at 24-28 weeks’ gestation, unless
the biological father is known to be Rh (D)negative. Rating: B Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Administration of a full (300µg) dose of Rh (D)

immunoglobulin is recommended for all
unsensitized Rh (D)-negative women after repeated
antibody testing at 24-28 weeks’ gestation.

n If an Rh (D)-positive or weakly Rh (D)-positive (eg,

Du-positive) infant is delivered, a dose of Rh (D)
immunoglobulin should be repeated postpartum,
preferably within 72 hours after delivery.
Administering Rh (D) immunoglobulin at other
intervals after delivery has not been studied.

n Unless the biological father is known to be Rh (D)-

negative, a full dose of Rh (D) immunoglobulin is
recommended for all unsensitized Rh (D)-negative
women after amniocentesis and after induced or
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spontaneous abortion; however, if the pregnancy is
less than 13 weeks, a 50 µg dose is sufficient.

n The benefit of routine administration of Rh (D)

immunoglobulin after other obstetric procedures or
complications such as chorionic villus sampling,
ectopic pregnancy termination, cordocentesis, fetal
surgery or manipulation (including external
version), antepartum placental hemorrhage,
abdominal trauma, antepartum fetal death, or
stillbirth is uncertain due to inadequate evidence.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. February 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Section 3.
Recommendations
for Children

All recommendation statements in this Guide are
abridged. To see the full recommendation statements
and recommendations published after 2004, go to
www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.

Prevention of Dental Caries in
Preschool Children
Summary of Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends that primary care
clinicians prescribe oral fluoride supplementation
at currently recommended doses to preschool
children older than 6 months of age whose
primary water source is deficient in fluoride.
Rating: B Recommendation.
The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is
insufficient to recommend for or against routine
risk assessment of preschool children by primary
care clinicians for the prevention of dental disease.
Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Dental disease is prevalent among young children,

particularly those from lower socioeconomic
populations; however, few preschool-aged children
ever visit a dentist. Primary care clinicians are often
the first and only health professionals whom
children visit. Therefore, they are in a unique
position to address dental disease in these children.

n Fluoride varnishes, professionally applied topical

fluorides approved to prevent dental caries in young
children, are adjuncts to oral supplementation.
Their advantages over other topical fluoride agents
(mouth-rinse and gel) include ease of use, patient
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acceptance, and reduced potential for toxicity.

n Dental fluorosis (rather than skeletal fluorosis) is the

most common harm of either oral fluoride or
fluoride toothpaste use in children younger than 2
years in the United States. Dental fluorosis is
typically very mild and only of aesthetic
importance. The recommended dosage of fluoride
supplementation was reduced by the American
Dental Association in 1994, which is likely to
decrease the prevalence and severity of dental
fluorosis. The current dosage recommendations are
based on the fluoride level of the local community’s
water supply and are available online at
www.ada.org. The primary care clinician’s
knowledge of the fluoride level of his or her
patients’ primary water supply ensures appropriate
fluoride supplementation and minimizes risk for
fluorosis.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Am J Prev Med. 2004;26(4)326-329.
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Screening for Idiopathic Scoliosis in
Adolescents
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends against the routine
screening of asymptomatic adolescents for
idiopathic scoliosis. Rating: D Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Screening adolescents for idiopathic scoliosis is

usually done by visual inspection of the spine to
look for asymmetry of the shoulders, scapulae, and
hips. A scoliometer can be used to measure the
curve. If idiopathic scoliosis is suspected,
radiography can be used to confirm the diagnosis
and to quantify the degree of curvature.

n The health outcomes of adolescents with idiopathic

scoliosis differ from those of adolescents with
secondary scoliosis (ie, congenital, neuromuscular,
or early onset idiopathic scoliosis). Idiopathic
scoliosis with onset in adolescence may have a
milder clinical course.1

n Conservative interventions to treat curves detected

through screening include spinal orthoses (braces)
and exercise therapy, but they may not significantly
improve back pain or the quality of life for
adolescents diagnosed with idiopathic scoliosis.
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n The potential harms of screening and treating

adolescents for idiopathic scoliosis include
unnecessary follow-up visits and evaluations due to
false positive test results and psychological adverse
effects, especially related to brace wear. Although
routine screening of adolescents for idiopathic
scoliosis is not recommended, clinicians should be
prepared to evaluate idiopathic scoliosis when it is
discovered incidentally or when the adolescent or
parent expresses concern about scoliosis.
Reference
1. Weinstein SL, Dolan LA, Spratt KF, Peterson KK,
Spoonamore MJ, Ponseti IV. Health and function of
patients with untreated idiopathic scoliosis: a 50-year
natural history study. JAMA. 2003;289(5):559-567.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published by:
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville,
MD. June 2004. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Newborn Hearing Screening
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) concludes the evidence is insufficient to
recommend for or against routine screening of
newborns for hearing loss during the postpartum
hospitalization. Rating: I Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n Currently, universal newborn hearing screening

(UNHS) is required by law in more than 30 States
and is performed routinely in some health care
systems in other States. Selective screening of
infants in the NICU and those with other risk
factors for hearing loss (see below) is conducted in
many settings that do not follow a policy of
universal screening. Clinicians should be aware of
such screening policies in their practice
environments.

n Risk factors for sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)

among newborns include NICU admission for 2
days or more; syndromes known to include hearing
loss (eg, Usher’s syndrome, Waardenburg’s
syndrome); family history of childhood SNHL;
congenital infections (eg, toxoplasmosis, bacterial
meningitis, syphilis, rubella, cytomegalovirus,
herpes virus); and craniofacial abnormalities
(especially morphologic abnormalities of the pinna
and ear canal).
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n If a program for routine hearing screening of

newborns is implemented, it should include
systematic education to fully inform parents and
clinicians about the potential benefits and harms of
the testing protocol. Most infants with positive inhospital screening tests will subsequently be found to
have normal hearing, and clinicians should be
prepared to provide reassurance and support to
parents of infants who need follow-up audiologic
evaluation.

n If any program for newborn hearing screening is

implemented, screening should be conducted using a
validated protocol, usually requiring 2 screening tests.
Equipment used should be well maintained, staff
should be thoroughly trained, and quality control
programs to reduce avoidable false-positive tests
should be in place. Programs should develop protocols
to ensure that infants with positive screening tests
receive appropriate audiologic evaluation and followup after discharge.
This USPSTF recommendation statement was first
published by: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
Rockville, MD. October 2001. www.preventiveservices.ahrq.gov.
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Screening for Visual Impairment in
Children Younger Than Age 5 Years
Summary of Recommendation
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) recommends screening to detect
amblyopia, strabismus, and defects in visual acuity
in children younger than age 5 years. Rating: B
Recommendation.
Clinical Considerations

n The most common causes of visual impairment in

children are: (1) amblyopia and its risk factors and
(2) refractive error not associated with amblyopia.
Amblyopia refers to reduced visual acuity without a
detectable organic lesion of the eye and is usually
associated with amblyogenic risk factors that
interfere with normal binocular vision, such as
strabismus (ocular misalignment), anisometropia (a
large difference in refractive power between the 2
eyes), cataract (lens opacity), and ptosis (eyelid
drooping). Refractive error not associated with
amblyopia principally includes myopia
(nearsightedness) and hyperopia (farsightedness);
both remain correctable regardless of the age at
detection.

n Various tests are used widely in the United States to

identify visual defects in children, and the choice of
tests is influenced by the child’s age. During the
first year of life, strabismus can be assessed by the
cover test and the Hirschberg light reflex test.
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Screening children younger than age 3 years for
visual acuity is more challenging than screening
older children and typically requires testing by
specially trained personnel. Newer automated
techniques can be used to test these children.
Photoscreening can detect amblyogenic risk factors
such as strabismus, significant refractive error, and
media opacities; however, photoscreening cannot
detect amblyopia.

n Traditional vision testing requires a cooperative,

verbal child and cannot be performed reliably until
ages 3 to 4 years. In children older than age 3 years,
stereopsis (the ability of both eyes to function
together) can be assessed with the Random Dot E
test or Titmus Fly Stereotest; visual acuity can be
assessed by tests such as the HOTV chart, Lea
symbols, or the tumbling E. Some of these tests
have better test characteristics than others.

n Based on their review of current evidence, the

USPSTF was unable to determine the optimal
screening tests, periodicity of screening, or technical
proficiency required of the screening clinician.
Based on expert opinion, the American Academy of
Pediatrics (AAP) recommends the following vision
screening be performed at all well-child visits for
children starting in the newborn period to 3 years:
ocular history, vision assessment, external inspection
of the eyes and lids, ocular motility assessment,
pupil examination, and red reflex examination. For
children aged 3 to 5 years, the AAP recommends
the aforementioned screening in addition to age160
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appropriate visual acuity measurement (using
HOTV or tumbling E tests) and ophthalmoscopy.1

n The USPSTF found that early detection and

treatment of amblyopia and amblyogenic risk
factors can improve visual acuity. These treatments
include surgery for strabismus and cataracts; use of
glasses, contact lenses, or refractive surgery
treatments to correct refractive error; and visual
training, patching, or atropine therapy of the
nonamblyopic eye to treat amblyopia.

n These recommendations do not address screening

for other anatomic or pathologic entities, such as
macro cornea, cataracts, retinal abnormalities, or
neonatal neuroblastoma, nor do they address newer
screening technologies currently under
investigation.
Reference
1. American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Practice
and Ambulatory Medicine and Section on
Ophthalmology, American Association of Certified
Orthoptists, American Association of Pediatric
Ophthalmology and Strabismus, American Academy of
Ophthalmology. Eye examination in infants, children,
and young adults by pediatricians: policy statement.
Pediatrics. 2003;111(4):902-907.
This USPSTF recommendation was first published in:
Ann Fam Med. 2004;2:263-266.
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Appendix A
How the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force Grades Its Recommendations
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) grades
its recommendations based on the strength of evidence
and magnitude of net benefit (benefits minus harms).
A. The USPSTF strongly recommends that clinicians
provide [the service] to eligible patients. The USPSTF
found good evidence that [the service] improves important
health outcomes and concludes that benefits substantially
outweigh harms.
B. The USPSTF recommends that clinicians provide [the
service] to eligible patients. The USPSTF found at least
fair evidence that [the service] improves important health
outcomes and concludes that benefits outweigh harms.
C. The USPSTF makes no recommendation for or against
routine provision of [the service]. The USPSTF found at
least fair evidence that [the service] can improve health
outcomes but concludes that the balance of benefits and
harms is too close to justify a general recommendation.
D. The USPSTF recommends against routinely providing
[the service] to asymptomatic patients. The USPSTF
found at least fair evidence that [the service] is ineffective or
that harms outweigh benefits.
I. The USPSTF concludes that the evidence is insufficient
to recommend for or against routinely providing [the
service]. Evidence that [the service] is effective is lacking, of
poor quality, or conflicting, and the balance of benefits and
harms cannot be determined.
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The USPSTF grades the quality of the overall evidence
for a service on a 3-point scale (good, fair, poor).
Good:

Evidence includes consistent results from welldesigned, well-conducted studies in representative
populations that directly assess effects on health
outcomes.

Fair:

Evidence is sufficient to determine effects on health
outcomes, but the strength of the evidence is
limited by the number, quality, or consistency of
the individual studies, generalizability to routine
practice, or indirect nature of the evidence on
health outcomes.

Poor:

Evidence is insufficient to assess the effects on
health outcomes because of limited number or
power of studies, important flaws in their design or
conduct, gaps in the chain of evidence, or lack of
information on important health outcomes.

Strength of Overall Evidence and Estimate of Net
Benefit Determine the Grade.
Strength of
Overall
Evidence of
Effectiveness

Estimate of Net Benefit (Benefit Minus Harms)
Substantial

Moderate

Small

Zero/
Negative

Good

A

B

C

D

Fair

B

B

C

D

Poor

I – Insufficient Evidence
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More Resources on Preventive Services
Prevention Dissemination and Implementation (Put
Prevention Into Practice) aims to improve the delivery of
appropriate clinical preventive services. The program
disseminates the USPSTF recommendations in multiple
formats and facilitates health care delivery systems’
implementation of evidence-based preventive services
through partnerships, communication, user-driven tools,
and outreach.
AHRQ’s Interactive Preventive Services Selector for
PDA devices allows users to search USPSTF
recommendations by patient age, sex, and pregnancy status.
Available for download at http://pda.ahrq.gov.
The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) makes recommendations on the routine
administration of vaccines to the pediatric and adult
populations. For recommendations, go to
http://www.cdc.gov/nip/publications/acip-list.htm.
The Guide to Community Preventive Services provides
recommendations on population-based interventions to
promote health and prevent disease, injury, disability, and
premature death. Recommendations are promulgated by the
Task Force on Community Preventive Services, an
independent group appointed by the Director of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. For information, go to
http://www.thecommunityguide.org.
The National Guideline Clearinghouse™ (NGC) is a
database of evidence-based clinical practice guidelines and
related documents. To access, go to www.guideline.gov.
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